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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 001 "Introducing a sunset clause to LYMEC resolutions"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Junge Liberale

1 Insert in (1) Introducing a sunset clause to LYMEC resolutions  
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 17 bis 27 - Author: Junge Liberale

2 Replace (16) resolution”, in order to be admissible. / (17) that all future
resolutions shall be subject to an automatic 6 year sunset clause,
entering / (18) into force from the day of their adoption. After the
passing of 6 years, unless a discussion / (19) on prolonging the
validity of a resolution with another 6 years is requested by at least
one / (20) member organization, an IMS delegate or by the LYMEC
Bureau, the resolution will be / (21) automatically archived. The
motion for prolonging the validity of a resolution shall be / (22) made
4 weeks before the Congress along with resolutions and motions.
The discussion / (23) on prolonging the validity is to be added in the
beginning of the order of resolutions. If the / (24) motion to prolong
the validity of a resolution is approved by Congress, the said
resolution / (25) shall not be archived. An additional line shall in that
case be added to the tags of the / (26) resolution, stating
“Prolonged at LYMEC Congress in (place) on (date), in order to /
(27) identify the next point of review/automated archiving. / (28) that
prior to Congress the LYMEC Bureau would scan the resolutions
that are up for

 

that all future resolutions shall be subject to an automatic 6 year
sunset clause of 3, 5 or 10 years, entering into force from the day
of their adoption. Such a sunset clause must be included in each
resolution in order for the resolution to be admissible. It can thus
be subject to amendments that shorten or widen the period of
validity within the frame determined before. After the passing of
the respective time period 6 years, unless the Congress decides
to a discussion on prolonging the validity of a resolution for with
another 3, 5 or 10 years is requested by at least one member
organization, an IMS delegate or by the LYMEC Bureau, the
resolution will be automatically archived. Prior to Congress the
LYMEC Bureau is obliged to present a resolution in which all
expiring resolutions, which the LYMEC Bureau proposes to
prolong, are listed with the proposed prolongation period. In the
drafting of this resolution the LYMEC Bureau is allowed to
consider only the relevance of the resolutions and not their
personal opinion regarding the content of the resolutions in
question. This resolution has to The motion for prolonging the
validity of a resolution shall be submitted made 4 weeks before
the Congress along with other resolutions and motions and can
be changed by amendments. An amendment can only change the
prolongation or non-prolongation as well as the concrete time
period of prolongation of a resolution but not the resolution itself.
The discussion on prolonging the validity is to be added in the
beginning of the order of resolutions. If the resolution motion to
prolong the validity of a resolutions is approved by Congress, the
said resolutions shall not be archived. An additional line shall in
that case be added to the tags of the resolutions, stating
“Prolonged at LYMEC Congress in (place) on (date), in order to
identify the next point of review/automated archiving.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 17 bis 27 - Author: Junge Liberale

3 Replace
Justification: Six
years as a
standard time for
all resolutions is
too general.
Furthermore, the
member
organizations
should be
informed about
the archived and
prolonged
resolutions. It is
also important to
mention that just
the relevance
and not the
personal opinion
of the board
should be
considered.

(16) resolution”, in order to be admissible. / (17) that all future
resolutions shall be subject to an automatic 6 year sunset clause,
entering / (18) into force from the day of their adoption. After the
passing of 6 years, unless a discussion / (19) on prolonging the
validity of a resolution with another 6 years is requested by at least
one / (20) member organization, an IMS delegate or by the LYMEC
Bureau, the resolution will be / (21) automatically archived. The
motion for prolonging the validity of a resolution shall be / (22) made
4 weeks before the Congress along with resolutions and motions.
The discussion / (23) on prolonging the validity is to be added in the
beginning of the order of resolutions. If the / (24) motion to prolong
the validity of a resolution is approved by Congress, the said
resolution / (25) shall not be archived. An additional line shall in that
case be added to the tags of the / (26) resolution, stating
“Prolonged at LYMEC Congress in (place) on (date), in order to /
(27) identify the next point of review/automated archiving. / (28) that
prior to Congress the LYMEC Bureau would scan the resolutions
that are up for

that all future resolutions shall be subject to a sunset clause of 3, 5 or 10
years, entering into force from the day of their adoption. Such a sunset
clause must be included in each resolution in order for the resolution to
be admissible. It can thus be subject to amendments that shorten or
widen the period of validity within the frame determined before. After the
passing of the respective time period, unless the Congress decides to 
prolong the validity of a resolution for another 3, 5 or 10 years, the
resolution will be automatically archived. Prior to Congress the LYMEC
Bureau is obliged to present a resolution in which all expiring resolutions,
which the LYMEC Bureau proposes to prolong, are listed with the
proposed prolongation period. In the drafting of this resolution the
LYMEC Bureau is allowed to consider only the relevance of the
resolutions and not their personal opinion regarding the content of the
resolutions in question. This resolution has to be submitted 4 weeks
before the Congress along with other resolutions and motions and can be
changed by amendments. An amendment can only change the
prolongation or non-prolongation as well as the concrete time period of
prolongation of a resolution but not the resolution itself. The discussion
on prolonging the validity is to be added in the beginning of the order of
resolutions. If the resolution to prolong the validity of resolutions is
approved by Congress, the said resolutions shall not be archived. An
additional line shall in that case be added to the tags of the resolutions,
stating “Prolonged at LYMEC Congress in (place) on (date), in order to
identify the next point of review/automated archiving.

Seite 0 - Zeile 18 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS)

4 Insert in
Insert after "After
the passing of 6
years"

(17) that all future resolutions shall be subject to an automatic 6 year
sunset clause, entering / (18) into force from the day of their
adoption. After the passing of 6 years, unless a discussion / (19) on
prolonging the validity of a resolution with another 6 years is
requested by at least one

(to be understood as the similar congress six years after the congress of
adoption and not as date to date)
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 27 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS)

5 Insert after
sub-amend AM
3: Updates text
and placement.
insert as new
bullet point after
line 27

(26) resolution, stating “Prolonged at LYMEC Congress in (place)
on (date), in order to / (27) identify the next point of
review/automated archiving. / (28) that prior to Congress the
LYMEC Bureau would scan the resolutions that are up for

that the validity period of a resolution is from the congress of adoption to
the congress of the same season x years later and not a strict x calendar
years.

Seite 0 - Zeile 27 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS)

6 Insert after
sub-amend AM
3: changes the
text of AM and
moves it to a new
bullet after line
27

(26) resolution, stating “Prolonged at LYMEC Congress in (place)
on (date), in order to / (27) identify the next point of
review/automated archiving. / (28) that prior to Congress the
LYMEC Bureau would scan the resolutions that are up for

that the validity period of a resolution is from the congress of adoption to
the congress of the same season x years later and not a strict x calendar
years.

Seite 0 - Zeile 28 bis 30 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS)

7 Replace
sub-amend AM4
: replace lines 28
to 30 instead of
inserting in

(27) identify the next point of review/automated archiving. / (28) that
prior to Congress the LYMEC Bureau would scan the resolutions
that are up for / (29) archiving and propose, where necessary,
amendments or merging of resolutions that are / (30) partially or
entirely still relevant. 

that prior to Congress the LYMEC Bureau shall make a list of the expiring
resolutions and recommend their prolongation, archival or an updated
version. The bureau can submit the necessary motions and resolutions
accordingly.

Seite 0 - Zeile 28 bis 30 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS)

8 Replace
sub-amend AM4
: replace lines 28
to 30 instead of
inserting in

(27) identify the next point of review/automated archiving. / (28) that
prior to Congress the LYMEC Bureau would scan the resolutions
that are up for / (29) archiving and propose, where necessary,
amendments or merging of resolutions that are / (30) partially or
entirely still relevant. 

that prior to Congress the LYMEC Bureau shall make a list of the expiring
resolutions and recommend their prolongation, archival or an updated
version. The bureau can submit the necessary motions and resolutions
accordingly.

Seite 0 - Zeile 29 - Author: Benjamin Fievet (IMS)

9 Insert in
add between
"archiving" and
"and propose"

(28) that prior to Congress the LYMEC Bureau would scan the
resolutions that are up for / (29) archiving and propose, where
necessary, amendments or merging of resolutions that are

, make a list recommending the archival or prolongation of each of them,
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 - Author: Junge Liberale

10 Insert in (29) archiving and propose, where necessary, amendments or
merging of resolutions that are / (30) partially or entirely still
relevant. 

These proposals are to submitted as regular resolutions and are thus
subject to the same rules and procedures. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 - Author: Junge Liberale

11 Insert after
Sub-amend AM 2
Add a new bullet
point at the end

(29) archiving and propose, where necessary, amendments or
merging of resolutions that are / (30) partially or entirely still
relevant. 

In the making of these recommendations and drafting of updated
resolutions the LYMEC Bureau is allowed to consider only the relevance
of the resolutions and not their personal opinion regarding the content of
the resolutions in question.

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 - Author: Junge Liberale

12 Insert after
Sub-amend
Amendment 2:
new point at the
end.

(29) archiving and propose, where necessary, amendments or
merging of resolutions that are / (30) partially or entirely still
relevant. 

In the making of these recommendations and drafting of updated
resolutions the LYMEC Bureau is allowed to consider only the relevance
of the resolutions and not their personal opinion regarding the content of
the resolutions in question. 
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 002 "LYMEC Equality and Diversity Plan"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 105 bis 106 - Author: Jong VLD

13 Delete
Delete
"Therefore,
recruitment
processes are
anonymous (as
far as possible)
up until
interviews are
held."
Justification: If
you can't think
professionally
when seeing a
person, then are
you a Liberal? A
liberal does not
discriminate. We
believe in
opportunity.

(104) The European Liberal Youth strives for open and fair
recruitment processes, enabling equal / (105) opportunities for all to
apply and get recruited. Therefore, recruitment processes are
anonymous / (106) (as far as possible) up until interviews are held.  /
(107) SUPPORT STRUCTURES

Seite 0 - Zeile 121 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS)

14 Replace
replace whole
line

(120) other forms of discriminating treatment or bullying in the
working place. The named ombudsmen / (121) are to be persons
from the Committee of Discipline and Arbitrage or one of the Internal
Auditors, / (122) who also are to be informed by the Bureau of
where to turn to with reported cases of harassment

are to be one person from the Committee of Discipline and Arbitrage and
one of the Internal Auditors,
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 210 bis 216 - Author: Lithuanian liberal youth

15 Delete (209) GUIDELINES FOR REPRESENTATION / (210) The European
Liberal Youth recognizes the power of representation, especially for
young / (211) persons, and therefore the leadership of the
organization should also manifest equal / (212) opportunities. In
order to set an example for equal opportunity the shared leadership
of the / (213) President and Vice-President could be modified into an
equal co-presidency of two individuals. / (214) The co-presidency
should strive to reflect diversity and it is recommended but not
mandatory that / (215) the two co-presidents are of different
genders. A LYMEC Congress should debate and decide on / (216)
such a reform.   / (217) As an umbrella organization, LYMEC can
only encourage its member organisations to enable

Justification: According to LYMEC Policy book, European liberal youth
is against gender quotas - as liberals, we believe that people should be
chosen according to their merits not because they do or do not belong to
a certain gender, ethnic group, sexual orientation, etc. Moreover,
co-presidency will make decision-making more difficult, as decisions will
have to be taken collectively. Also, the resolution text suggests that two
women or two men could become co-presidents as well.

Seite 0 - Zeile 212 bis 216 - Author: Benjamin Fievet (IMS)

16 Delete
delete from "In
order" to
"reform." As the
co-presidency
proposal will be
debated during
this congress, it
will already have
been adopted or
rejected. This
part is therefore
not relevant.

(211) persons, and therefore the leadership of the organization
should also manifest equal / (212) opportunities. In order to set an
example for equal opportunity the shared leadership of the / (213)
President and Vice-President could be modified into an equal
co-presidency of two individuals. / (214) The co-presidency should
strive to reflect diversity and it is recommended but not mandatory
that / (215) the two co-presidents are of different genders. A LYMEC
Congress should debate and decide on / (216) such a reform.   /
(217) As an umbrella organization, LYMEC can only encourage its
member organisations to enable
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 212 bis 216 - Author: JUNOS

17 Delete
From "In order to
..."

(211) persons, and therefore the leadership of the organization
should also manifest equal / (212) opportunities. In order to set an
example for equal opportunity the shared leadership of the / (213)
President and Vice-President could be modified into an equal
co-presidency of two individuals. / (214) The co-presidency should
strive to reflect diversity and it is recommended but not mandatory
that / (215) the two co-presidents are of different genders. A LYMEC
Congress should debate and decide on / (216) such a reform.   /
(217) As an umbrella organization, LYMEC can only encourage its
member organisations to enable

Justification: Diversity is an extremely important issue and has to be
tackled. Through mentioning of the 'co-presidency' which is not entirely
uncontroversial, the resolution including other parts of this resolution
which are more important than the co-presidency might not be adopted.

Seite 0 - Zeile 214 bis 216 - Author: LHG

18 Delete (213) President and Vice-President could be modified into an equal
co-presidency of two individuals. / (214) The co-presidency should
strive to reflect diversity and it is recommended but not mandatory
that / (215) the two co-presidents are of different genders. A LYMEC
Congress should debate and decide on / (216) such a reform.   /
(217) As an umbrella organization, LYMEC can only encourage its
member organisations to enable

Seite 0 - Zeile 216 - Author: Radikal Ungdom, Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya (JNC), Centerstudenter (CS)

19 Insert after
Insert new point

(215) the two co-presidents are of different genders. A LYMEC
Congress should debate and decide on / (216) such a reform.   /
(217) As an umbrella organization, LYMEC can only encourage its
member organisations to enable

“The Co-presidency, if adopted by the congress, will have a trial period of
one LYMEC mandate in which the entire Bureau will reflect on the
Co-presidency system and submit individual reports regarding this
reflection. Then the Co-presidency system will be voted on again at the
congress before the next LYMEC election, at which point it will either be
adopted permanently or rejected” 

Justification: Having a Co-presidency is a radical change in the way
LYMEC is organised. Thus, it is preferable that there will first be a trial
period implement, if Co-presidency was to be voted for.  

8
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 101 "Sunset clause on EU legislation"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

20 Insert after
after 20 years
there will be a
mandatory
review of the
legislation

(20) Calls for:1. / (21) An expiry date of 20 years for EU legislation,
i.e. after 20 years there will be a mandatory / (22) review of the
legislation.2. / (23) Member organisation's of LYMEC to campaign
for a sunset clause both nationally and

by the relevant parliamentary committee. 

Justification: To specify who is responsible for the reviewing.

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 bis 22 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

21 Replace (20) Calls for:1. / (21) An expiry date of 20 years for EU legislation,
i.e. after 20 years there will be a mandatory / (22) review of the
legislation.2. / (23) Member organisation's of LYMEC to campaign
for a sunset clause both nationally and

An expiry date of 30 years for EU legislation, i.e. after 30 years there will
be a mandatory review of the legislation. 

Justification: 20 years is not even a generation, and there are some
areas in which legislation is fast-paced, but others that require a
longer-term approach to bear fruit. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 bis 22 - Author: Jonge Democraten

22 Replace
Given that the
current political
system of the EU
remains prone to
gridlock it does
not seem smart
to let legislation
expire outright, a
thorough review
of enacted
legislation
however seems
like a great idea.

(20) Calls for:1. / (21) An expiry date of 20 years for EU legislation,
i.e. after 20 years there will be a mandatory / (22) review of the
legislation.2. / (23) Member organisation's of LYMEC to campaign
for a sunset clause both nationally and

A mandatory review of all EU legislation after 20 years. 

9
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 - Author: Marina Sedlo (IMS)

23 Replace
Replace whole
bullet point

(20) Calls for:1. / (21) An expiry date of 20 years for EU legislation,
i.e. after 20 years there will be a mandatory / (22) review of the
legislation.2.

An expiration date for every EU-legislation, proposed by the legislator
and voted by the parliament, at which there will be a mandatory review of
the legislation by the relevant parliamentary committee. The expiration
date can't exceed 20 years.

Seite 0 - Zeile 23 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

24 Insert after
Member
organisation's of
LYMEC to
campaign for a
sunset clause

(22) review of the legislation.2. / (23) Member organisation's of
LYMEC to campaign for a sunset clause both nationally and / (24)
internationally.

in EU legislation ...  

Justification: To specify that it is regarding sunset clause in the EU, as it
does mention that MO's should do it nationally. It could be misunderstood
that there should also be a sunset clause in national legislation. 

10
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 102 "Admission of innovative animal feed to combat climate change"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 10 bis 11 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth

25 Replace (9) that are utilized as animal feed. / (10) Alternative animal feeds
that require less land like insect meal and meat-and-bone meal /
(11) exist but are banned in the EU due to non-research-based
health concerns founded in the / (12) BSE crisis.

Some alternative animal feeds exist, but are banned in the EU due to the
health concerns founded in the BSE crisis.

Seite 0 - Zeile 13 bis 14 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth

26 Delete (12) BSE crisis. / (13) Meat-and-bone meal can be safely used, if it
is heated properly, derives exclusively from / (14) healthy animals
and is only fed to non-herbivores. / (15) The European Union has
admitted insects as food for humans but not as animal feed.

Seite 0 - Zeile 26 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

27 Insert after (25) A high degree of food safety must be guaranteed in all
measures taken regarding animal / (26) feed. / (27) LYMEC calls for:

Insert after “animal feed” 

“The need to update the EU’s Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
rules to better support young farmers, sustainable agriculture and
contribute to our global climate commitments”.  

Justification: CAP negotiations are ongoing, along with the negotiations
for the upcoming Multiannual Financial Framework 2021-2027. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 28 bis 29 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth

28 Replace (27) LYMEC calls for: / (28) The readmission of afore heated
meat-and-bone meal from healthy animals as animal / (29) feed for
non-herbivores. / (30) The EU to admit insect meal as animal feed.

the readmission of insect- and fish-based meals as animal feed for
non-herbivores

Seite 0 - Zeile 28 - Author: JUNOS

29 Insert in
after 'afore'

(27) LYMEC calls for: / (28) The readmission of afore heated
meat-and-bone meal from healthy animals as animal / (29) feed for
non-herbivores.

under pressure

11
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 28 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

30 Delete (27) LYMEC calls for: / (28) The readmission of afore heated
meat-and-bone meal from healthy animals as animal / (29) feed for
non-herbivores.

heated  

Justification: clarification

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth

31 Delete (29) feed for non-herbivores. / (30) The EU to admit insect meal as
animal feed. / (31) The EU to thoroughly analyse, if there are any
health risks linked to feeding insects used

Seite 0 - Zeile 33 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

32 Replace
The abolishment
of EU marketing
standards for
fruits and
vegetables

(32) for animal feed with excrements; if none are found a swift
admission is necessary.   / (33) The abolishment of EU marketing
standards for fruits and vegetables.

 a reform of the EU-marketing standards for fruit and vegetables to allow
for a greater degree of food-waste to be used as animal feed. 

Justification: The EU-marketing standard serves a multitude of
important purposes, including ensuring the uniformity of products across
borders and therefore securing reliability of products traded across
borders. Furthermore, it is essential for the protection of consumers,
ensuring that the quality of horticultural products is legally mandated.
Therefore it seems rather radical to abolish these standards completely,
instead it is perhaps better to aim to reform these to better allow for using
sup-bar food as animal feed.

Seite 0 - Zeile 33 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

33 Replace (32) for animal feed with excrements; if none are found a swift
admission is necessary.   / (33) The abolishment of EU marketing
standards for fruits and vegetables.

The revision of EU marketing standards for fruits and vegetables, to
reduce food waste as much as possible without compromising food
safety. 

Justification: Since the aim is to reduce food waste, we think it is better
to evaluate and reform standards rather than getting rid of them.

Seite 0 - Zeile 33 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

34 Replace (32) for animal feed with excrements; if none are found a swift
admission is necessary.   / (33) The abolishment of EU marketing
standards for fruits and vegetables.

The revision of EU marketing standards for fruits and vegetables, to
reduce food waste as much as possible without compromising food
safety. 

Justification: Since the aim is to reduce food waste, we think it is better
to evaluate and reform standards rather than getting rid of them.

12
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 103 "Defending Europe: liberal common-sense approaches to joint security"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: JUNOS

35 Delete
'common-sense'

(1) Defending Europe: liberal common-sense approaches to / (2)
joint security

Seite 0 - Zeile 25 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), Radikale Ungdom, JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

36 Insert after
Insert after line
25

(24) which are also NATO member are treaty-bound to consider an
attack on one as an attack / (25) on all[4]. / (26) Considering that:

Some member states, however, are not members of NATO and would
rely on the EU, and the mutual defence clause enshrined in Article 42(7)
of the Treaty on European Union, to receive aid and assistance in case of
an aggression on their territory.

Seite 0 - Zeile 25 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

37 Insert after
insert after line
25

(24) which are also NATO member are treaty-bound to consider an
attack on one as an attack / (25) on all[4]. / (26) Considering that:

Under the current U.S. administration, the U.S. security guarantee has
become uncertain and with it NATO unsufficient to ensure European
defence.

Seite 0 - Zeile 25 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

38 Insert after
insert after line
25 Source:
Eurobarometer
2017 and 2018

(24) which are also NATO member are treaty-bound to consider an
attack on one as an attack / (25) on all[4]. / (26) Considering that:

The majority of EU citizens are in favour of creating an EU army and
two-thirds of them would like to see the EU do more on Defence.

Seite 0 - Zeile 25 - Author: JOVD, Ben Fievet (IMS)

39 Insert after
New amendment
as a compromise
on amendment
29

(24) which are also NATO member are treaty-bound to consider an
attack on one as an attack / (25) on all[4]. / (26) Considering that:

The defence and security of Europe cannot be left up to the security
guarantee by the United States through NATO, given the pivot towards
the Pacific and possibly changing U.S. policy.

13
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 27 - Author: JUNOS

40 Insert in
New bullet point

(26) Considering that: / (27) Threats continue to evolve which
require new approaches and capabilities, including but / (28) not
limited to cyber warfare, the development of autonomous weapons
systems,

A safer EU requires a defense union, a strengthened border agency and
a better-coordinated Interpol.

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 bis 37 - Author: JUNOS

41 Replace (33) procurement as well as in research and development. / (34)
European cooperation should not lead to the development of a
European / (35) military-industrial complex which could trap
European cooperation into pork barrelling, / (36) which may result in
an overall lack of competition, decreased cost-effectiveness, and /
(37) existing defence specialisation among individual member states
being undermined. / (38) There exist differing philosophies when it
comes to overall defence organisation, including

European cooperation should lead to the development of a European
Defense Union leading to more cost-effectiveness, and further pursuit of
defense specialization among individual member states.

Seite 0 - Zeile 51 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), Radikale Ungdom, JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

42 Insert after
Insert after line
51

(50) way and may even pose risks to its citizenry as a whole. This
also includes the decision / (51) of whether or not to join an alliance
such as NATO. / (52) As such, the decision of whether or not to
deploy troops could only ever be delegated to a

The fragemented decisonmaking is the main reason why the existing
battlegroups remain unused and the response to the only invocation of
article 42(7) TEU was weak.

Seite 0 - Zeile 52 bis 55 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

43 Replace
line 52-55

(51) of whether or not to join an alliance such as NATO. / (52) As
such, the decision of whether or not to deploy troops could only ever
be delegated to a / (53) European minister of defence and the
European Parliament if a democratic fully / (54) integrated political
union were to exist in which the aforementioned misalignments on
the / (55) grounds of treaty, charter, and historical considerations
were resolved. / (56)  LYMEC:

As such the integration, and centralization of strategic decisions
(including the deployment of troops) as well as the harmonization of
strategic interest should follow the gradual integration between the
European Member States and creation of the of a shared European
democracy. As such the European Parliament and Defense minister
should never wield power beyond their democratic mandate. 

Justification: While it is important that a European military should be
done with a democratic mandate. As the Union gets more and more
integrated, so should the military capacity naturally follow the integration
to ensure a smooth transition of military competences rather than a
sudden and abrupt change of the European military cooperation. 

14
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 52 bis 55 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

44 Replace (51) of whether or not to join an alliance such as NATO. / (52) As
such, the decision of whether or not to deploy troops could only ever
be delegated to a / (53) European minister of defence and the
European Parliament if a democratic fully / (54) integrated political
union were to exist in which the aforementioned misalignments on
the / (55) grounds of treaty, charter, and historical considerations
were resolved. / (56)  LYMEC:

The decision to deploy troops is a political decision that should be taken
by the democratically selected politcal body of the appropriate level and
that for the EU this means the European Commission and the European
Parliament.

Seite 0 - Zeile 55 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), Radikale Ungdom, JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

45 Insert after
insert after 55

(54) integrated political union were to exist in which the
aforementioned misalignments on the / (55) grounds of treaty,
charter, and historical considerations were resolved. / (56)  LYMEC:

The European Union needs the means to act autonomously.

Seite 0 - Zeile 55 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), Radikale Ungdom, JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

46 Insert after
insert after line
55

(54) integrated political union were to exist in which the
aforementioned misalignments on the / (55) grounds of treaty,
charter, and historical considerations were resolved. / (56)  LYMEC:

Recalling the ALDE roadmap towards EU Integrated military forces

Seite 0 - Zeile 56 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

47 Insert after
insert after line
56

(55) grounds of treaty, charter, and historical considerations were
resolved. / (56)  LYMEC: / (57) Calls upon member states to
cooperate more closely on the topic of defence and security,

Calls for a White Paper on European Defence defining the objectives,
and the decision processes and capacities needed to fulfill them.

Seite 0 - Zeile 57 bis 61 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

48 Delete (56)  LYMEC: / (57) Calls upon member states to cooperate more
closely on the topic of defence and security, / (58) especially on
matters such as maintenance, procurement, research and
development, / (59) and cyber security, as well as the development
of long-term strategies of preventing / (60) international conflict
using diplomacy or development before defence strategies are even
/ (61) needed. / (62) Calls for the continued development of the
PESCO initiatives and various other initiatives

Seite 0 - Zeile 61 - Author: JUNOS

49 Insert after (60) international conflict using diplomacy or development before
defence strategies are even / (61) needed. / (62) Calls for the
continued development of the PESCO initiatives and various other
initiatives

Calls upon member states to work towards intensifying the Common
Security and Defense Policy and move towards the creation of a
functioning “Defense Union” and the creation of a European defense
force.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 62 bis 64 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

50 Delete
delete whole
bullet point

(61) needed. / (62) Calls for the continued development of the
PESCO initiatives and various other initiatives / (63) within the
European Defence Agency, to research and develop answers to the
joint / (64) questions of security in the future. / (65) Calls for
continued cooperation between member states in EU missions,
such as

Seite 0 - Zeile 65 bis 67 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

51 Delete
delete whole
bullet point

(64) questions of security in the future. / (65) Calls for continued
cooperation between member states in EU missions, such as / (66)
peacekeeping or anti-piracy missions, in order to pursue the
common defence and / (67) security goals on the European
continent. / (68) Calls for such cooperation also to take into account
the defence and security goals

Seite 0 - Zeile 68 bis 70 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

52 Delete
delete whole
bullet point

(67) security goals on the European continent. / (68) Calls for such
cooperation also to take into account the defence and security goals
/ (69) member states may have in common with states and regions
outside of the European / (70) Union, such as Norway, the Western
Balkans, and Ukraine. / (71) Maintains that decisions regarding the
deployment of military personnel should be made

Seite 0 - Zeile 70 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), Radikale Ungdom, JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

53 Insert after
insert after line
70

(69) member states may have in common with states and regions
outside of the European / (70) Union, such as Norway, the Western
Balkans, and Ukraine. / (71) Maintains that decisions regarding the
deployment of military personnel should be made

Calls upon European member states to work towards intensifying the
Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) and to as soon as
possible move towards the creation of a “Defence Union”.

Seite 0 - Zeile 70 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), Radikale Ungdom, JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

54 Insert after
insert after line
70

(69) member states may have in common with states and regions
outside of the European / (70) Union, such as Norway, the Western
Balkans, and Ukraine. / (71) Maintains that decisions regarding the
deployment of military personnel should be made

Calls for the creation of a European Defence force under direct European
Commission control and European Parliament oversight, which should
not prohibit member states from maintaining their own forces.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 70 - Author: Junge Liberale JuLis

55 Replace
Replace
Amendment
number 45:

(69) member states may have in common with states and regions
outside of the European / (70) Union, such as Norway, the Western
Balkans, and Ukraine. / (71) Maintains that decisions regarding the
deployment of military personnel should be made

Calls for the creation of a European Defence force under direct European
Parliament control; which should not prohibit member states from
maintaining their own forces.

Seite 0 - Zeile 71 bis 74 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

56 Replace
line 71-74

(70) Union, such as Norway, the Western Balkans, and Ukraine. /
(71) Maintains that decisions regarding the deployment of military
personnel should be made / (72) by the individual member states,
meaning that any joint EU missions are to be carried out / (73)
based on voluntary contributions of military power by member
states, comparable to the / (74) manner in which NATO and UN
missions are carried out. / (75) Maintains that all weapons systems
to be developed in or procured by member states

Maintains that the power to deploy military personnel should always
derive from the democratic mandate of the people. And therefore, that
EU-missions should gradually and cautiously progress, through a phase
of voluntary contributions (following the model of NATO and UN
missions) following the pace of democratic and political integration of the
EU. As the democratic legitimacy and reliance on the Parliament and the
Commission increases, their influence on military strategic decisions
should follow proportionally. 

Justification: As the integration of the EU becomes more and more
democratic, then the EU should get more and more competence to
decided over the military strategic decisions for the entire Union.

Seite 0 - Zeile 71 bis 74 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

57 Delete
delete whole
bullet point

(70) Union, such as Norway, the Western Balkans, and Ukraine. /
(71) Maintains that decisions regarding the deployment of military
personnel should be made / (72) by the individual member states,
meaning that any joint EU missions are to be carried out / (73)
based on voluntary contributions of military power by member
states, comparable to the / (74) manner in which NATO and UN
missions are carried out. / (75) Maintains that all weapons systems
to be developed in or procured by member states

Seite 0 - Zeile 71 bis 72 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

58 Replace
replace from
"deployment of"
to "individual
member states"

(70) Union, such as Norway, the Western Balkans, and Ukraine. /
(71) Maintains that decisions regarding the deployment of military
personnel should be made / (72) by the individual member states,
meaning that any joint EU missions are to be carried out / (73)
based on voluntary contributions of military power by member
states, comparable to the

deployment of a member state's armed forces should be made by said
member state
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 75 bis 77 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS)

59 Delete
This is not
relevant in this
resolution

(74) manner in which NATO and UN missions are carried out. / (75)
Maintains that all weapons systems to be developed in or procured
by member states / (76) should have a human operator in the loop
making the final decision; development and / (77) procurement of
fully autonomous weapons systems should be prohibited. / (78)
Calls upon European Union member states, both within and outside
of NATO, which have

Seite 0 - Zeile 76 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS)

60 Insert in
add after "the
final decision""
Many other
decisions need to
be made by auto
nomous/semi-aut
onomous
systems without
the intervention
of a human in
order to function.
There is a need
to specify which
one should
involve a human
operator."

(75) Maintains that all weapons systems to be developed in or
procured by member states / (76) should have a human operator in
the loop making the final decision; development and / (77)
procurement of fully autonomous weapons systems should be
prohibited.

to use lethal force

Seite 0 - Zeile 78 bis 80 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

61 Replace (77) procurement of fully autonomous weapons systems should be
prohibited. / (78) Calls upon European Union member states, both
within and outside of NATO, which have / (79) not done so to
increase structural defence spending to at least 2% of GDP to
strengthen / (80) their contribution to European defence and
security. / (81) This resolution, if adopted, would archive 1.45

Calls European Union member states, both within and outside of NATO,
which have not done so to progressively increase their structural
defence spending to at least 2% of GDP to strengthen their contribution
to European defence and security. 

Justification: The reason for this amendment is to ensure that this
increase it is not done on a too swift manner. Different countries have
different budgetary needs and this should be a medium-term goal, and
not a rushed initiative which could harm member states’ economies.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 80 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

62 Insert after (79) not done so to increase structural defence spending to at least
2% of GDP to strengthen / (80) their contribution to European
defence and security. / (81) This resolution, if adopted, would
archive 1.45

Insert after “defence and security” 

Calls for the establishment of public-private partnerships to explore
synergies and better contribute to the common aim of keeping
Europe safe, especially in areas where there could be civil uses of
infrastructure and technology, such as cybersecurity and
telecommunications

Seite 0 - Zeile 80 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), Radikale Ungdom, JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

63 Insert after
new point after
line 80

(79) not done so to increase structural defence spending to at least
2% of GDP to strengthen / (80) their contribution to European
defence and security. / (81) This resolution, if adopted, would
archive 1.45

Reminds that the long-term goal is the development of a full-fledged
European Army once the conditions for it are met.

Seite 0 - Zeile 81 - Author: Ben Fievet (IMS), JD, FEL, Jeunes Radicaux

64 Delete
This resolution is
complementary
to resolution 1.45
and does not
contradict it so
there is no need
to archive it.

(80) their contribution to European defence and security. / (81) This
resolution, if adopted, would archive 1.45 / (82)  
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Proposal 104 "Resolution on the Future of the European Unity"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 8 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

65 Insert in (7) The European Communities (the ECSC, EEC, and
Euratom) were created in the aftermath of the / (8) devastation of
World War II with the vision of a united Europe. / (9) The founders of
the ECSC were clear about their intentions for the Treaty, namely
that it was

The European Communities (the ECSC, EEC and Euratom) were created
in the aftermath of the devastation of World War II, with the vision of a
united Europe, free of the taint of nationalism and populism. 

Justification: The reason for this amendment is to reflect more closely
the goals of the European Communities, which were to get rid of war by a
further integration of economies, dodging the dangers of nationalism and
populism which led to the previous world conflicts.

Paragraph 2 - Seite 0 - Zeile 44 bis 45 - Author: Mladé ANO

66 Delete
Justification: "On
each level
decision makers
have to be
controlled by a
parliament."
should be
omitted as the
Council of the
Eurpean Union
and the
European
parliament
should be 2
equal institutions
finding a mutual
agreement.

(43) of competencies is an important contribution to more
democracy. It has to appear clearly / (44) distinguishable who is
responsible for which policies. On each level decision makers have
to be / (45) controlled by a parliament. / (46) 3. Political union as
target
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 2 - Seite 0 - Zeile 44 bis 45 - Author: Mladé ANO

67 Delete
Justification: "On
each level
decision makers
have to be
controlled by a
parliament."
should be
omitted as the
Council of the
European Union
and the
European
parliament
should be 2
equal institutions
finding a mutual
agreement.

(43) of competencies is an important contribution to more
democracy. It has to appear clearly / (44) distinguishable who is
responsible for which policies. On each level decision makers have
to be / (45) controlled by a parliament. / (46) 3. Political union as
target

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 50 bis 52 - Author: Mladé ANO

68 Replace
Justification:
Political union of
sovereign states
could be a better
version of a
political union
than a federation
as the federation
could harm
diversity of its
states.

(49) of a European constitution. / (50) LYMEC maintains its
long-term vision of a European Federation[6], with a European
government / (51) and strengthened European Parliament[7]. The
European Parliament needs to be provided with / (52) full legislative
powers. The regional diversity should be secured and emphasised
by a / (53) decentralised administration. Majority decisions should
always replace consensus decisions in

LYMEC promotes a new long-term vision of European Union as a political
union of sovereign states.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 52 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

69 Insert in (51) and strengthened European Parliament[7]. The European
Parliament needs to be provided with / (52) full legislative powers.
The regional diversity should be secured and emphasised by a /
(53) decentralised administration. Majority decisions should always
replace consensus decisions in / (54) the European Council. The
European Commission should be replaced by a European

“The regional diversity should be secured and emphasised by a
decentralised administration, always in full accordance with the legal
framework of Member states and the European Union treaties”.  

Justification: Diversity needs to be preserved, also when it comes to
different ways of managing public administration in Member states.
Decentralisation is our preferred way of getting institutions closer to
citizens, and it must be done properly and in accordance with our
commonly agreed rules.

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 53 - Author: Jonge Democraten

70 Insert in
This the Council
of the EU. It is
also important to
differentiate
between
consensus,
which is surely
almost always a
good thing, and
the requirement
to reach
unanimity, which
prevents any
decision from
being made
unless all
member state
governments
agrees.

(52) full legislative powers. The regional diversity should be secured
and emphasised by a / (53) decentralised administration. Majority
decisions should always replace consensus decisions in / (54) the
European Council. The European Commission should be replaced
by a European / (55) Government elected by and responsible to the
European Parliament.

All European Council and Council of the European Union decisions should be
made using the Qualified Majority Voting (QMV), abolishing unanimity voting. 
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 54 bis 55 - Author: Mladé ANO

71 Replace
Justification:
European
Commission
could remain and
build on its
administrative
power to provide
a perfect place
for Council of the
EU and EP to
negotiate.

(53) decentralised administration. Majority decisions should always
replace consensus decisions in / (54) the European Council. The
European Commission should be replaced by a European / (55)
Government elected by and responsible to the European
Parliament. / (56) 4. The economic and monetary union a
consequence of the European idea

The European Commission should be transformed into an administrative
platform creating an environment for negotiations between Council of the
European Union and European Parliament.

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 56 - Author: Jonge Democraten

72 Insert in
This resolution
covers a variety
of topics and this
seemed like a
good place
reiterate our
opposition to this
dangerous trend.

(55) Government elected by and responsible to the European
Parliament. / (56) 4. The economic and monetary union a
consequence of the European idea / (57) The economic and
monetary union (EMU) is a logical consequence of the ongoing
integration of

Until a political union is established it is vital that the EU aggressively protects
democracy in its member states, recent democratic backsliding in some member
states should not be tolerated, and so called “Illiberal Democracies” have no
place in the EU, and their governments certainly should not benefit from any EU
funding. 
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 4 - Seite 0 - Zeile 57 bis 59 - Author: Mladé ANO

73 Replace
Justification:
Monetary union
requires very
similar
economies of its
member states in
order to
successfully
tackle external
shocks. As EU
countries have
different
economies, their
central banks
should keep their
monetary power
to provide
specific solutions
to their specific
economies.

(56) 4. The economic and monetary union a consequence of the
European idea / (57) The economic and monetary union (EMU) is a
logical consequence of the ongoing integration of / (58) Europe.The
convergence criteria of the Maastricht Treaty must be adhered
strictly. Exceptions / (59) due to political reasons should not be
allowed in any circumstances. The decision if the criteria / (60) are
really fulfilled should not only be taken by the national governments.

The economic and monetary union (EMU) seems to be a logical
consequence of the ongoing integration of Europe, but monetary union
should remain a matter of choice for EU countries. The convergence
criteria of the Maastricht Treaty shall be respected as much as possible. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 73 bis 76 - Author: Jonge Democraten

74 Delete
This information
from the previous
resolution is now
outdated.

(72) budget deficits and shadow budgets after having entered the
third step of the EMU. / (73) The possibility of the European Council
to decide alone on the exchange rates with the / (74) currencies of
other countries allows a serious attempt on the independence of the
money policy. / (75) Therefore LYMEC calls on changing the right to
consult towards a right to veto for the European / (76) Bank
concerning monetary decisions of the Council. / (77) 5. The role of
Europe in the world in favour of free trade
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 80 - Author: Jonge Democraten

75 Insert in
Trade should be
about more than
just goods, and
cross- border
restriction on
services remain
a major obstacle
to trade.

(79) liberal foreign trade policy can counteract the long term loss of
welfare due to protected markets. / (80) Therefore LYMEC calls on a
more open trade policy towards the East European states. The /
(81) "European Agreements" must be extended to all goods. / (82)
LYMEC supports the asymmetric reduction of European trade
barriers and calls on abolishing the / (83) import restriction on Steel
and other Goods. The GATT is an important agreement in order to /
(84) ensure the free trade and the welfare for Europe as well as for
the rest of the world. 

LYMEC supports the unilateral reduction of European trade barriers on Goods
and Services.

Seite 0 - Zeile 82 bis 84 - Author: Jonge Democraten

76 Replace
Amendment to
amendment 66.
Replace instead
of insert.

(81) "European Agreements" must be extended to all goods. / (82)
LYMEC supports the asymmetric reduction of European trade
barriers and calls on abolishing the / (83) import restriction on Steel
and other Goods. The GATT is an important agreement in order to /
(84) ensure the free trade and the welfare for Europe as well as for
the rest of the world.  / (85) In this regard LYMEC strongly supports
concluding international trade agreements, and calls for

LYMEC supports the unilateral reduction of European trade barriers on
Goods and Services.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 5 - Seite 0 - Zeile 82 bis 83 - Author: Mladé ANO

77 Delete
Justification:
"and calls on
abolishing the
import restriction
on Steel and
other Goods"
should be
omitted as
especially in
case of steel, this
is the last tool to
tackle
state-supported
steel producers
from China as
their dumping
prices of steel
could destroy
european steel
industry.

(81) "European Agreements" must be extended to all goods. / (82)
LYMEC supports the asymmetric reduction of European trade
barriers and calls on abolishing the / (83) import restriction on Steel
and other Goods. The GATT is an important agreement in order to /
(84) ensure the free trade and the welfare for Europe as well as for
the rest of the world. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 86 bis 88 - Author: Jong VLD

78 Delete
Delete "On the
other hand
LYMEC rejects
the attempts of
the USA to
pressurise the
EC by rising
tariffs and
waging trade
wars."

(85) In this regard LYMEC strongly supports concluding international
trade agreements, and calls for / (86) better information campaigns
on their positive impact for the European citizens. On the other / (87)
hand LYMEC rejects the attempts of the USA to pressurise the EC
by rising tariffs and waging / (88) trade wars. / (89)  
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 105 "Resolution on the vision for the future of the Council of Europe"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 11 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

79 Insert in (10) international law and has observer status with the United
Nations. / (11) ·     The main areas of work of the Council of Europe
include the protection of democracy, rule of / (12) law and human
rights, and the promotion of cultural cooperation and diversity,
education, youth / (13) exchanges and fair sport. / (14) ·      The
Council of Europe gathers 47 European Member States, whereas
the European Union

The main areas of work of the Council of Europe include the protection of
democracy, rule of law and human rights, sustainable development,
and the promotion of cultural cooperation and diversity, education, youth
exchanges and fair sport.

Seite 0 - Zeile 23 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

80 Insert in (22) ·        The Council of Europe is facing decreasing political
relevance for EU Member States. / (23) ·        EU’s neighbours,
notably in the south of the Mediterranean and Western Asia, would /
(24) largely benefit from the experience accumulated by the Council
of Europe over the past 60 years / (25) in the field of human rights
(European Convention on Human Rights). / (26) Concludes:

EU’s neighbours, notably in the south of the Mediterranean, the Middle
East and West Asia, would largely benefit from the experience
accumulated by the Council of Europe over the past 60 years in the field
of human rights (European Convention on Human Rights)

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

81 Insert after (31) ·       The EU bodies should recognise the Council of Europe as
the reference source for human / (32) rights and intercultural
dialogue in Europe. / (33) ·   The EU should take all the necessary
legal steps in order to adhere to the European

Insert after “intercultural dialogue in Europe” 

“The relevant bodies in the European Parliament and the
Parliamentary Assembly to the Council of Europe should have a
reinforced cooperation on issues related to human rights, the rule of
law, intercultural dialogue and sustainable development, holding
periodic joint sessions if necessary”.

Seite 0 - Zeile 37 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

82 Insert in (36) for all EU citizens / (37) ·      The Council of Europe should
consider the possibility of opening adhesion to the European / (38)
Convention on Human Rights to non-European EU neighbours such
as Southern Mediterranean / (39) and Asian countries / (40) Asks
the LYMEC Bureau and its Member Organisations to raise political
awareness about the

The Council of Europe should consider the possibility of opening
adhesion to the European Convention on Human Rights to non-European
EU neighbours that could be willing to do so, such as Southern
Mediterranean, Middle Eastern and Asian countries
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 37 - Author: Jonge Democraten

83 Insert in
The ECHR
currently has
difficulties
enforcing its
decisions, the EU
could play an
important role in
changing that.

(36) for all EU citizens / (37) ·      The Council of Europe should
consider the possibility of opening adhesion to the European / (38)
Convention on Human Rights to non-European EU neighbours such
as Southern Mediterranean

- The EU should ensure that rulings from the ECHR are implement in both
member-states and aspiring-member states.
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Proposal 106 "Resolution on the Council of the European Union"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 2 - Author: Jonge Democraten

84 Delete
This resolution
does not mention
the presidency of
the European
Council but does
archive a
resolution on that
topic.

(1) Resolution on the Council of the European Union / (2) This
resolution archives R. 1.18 on the Presidency of the European
Council / (3) For discussion at the LYMEC Congress, held in
London, United Kingdom on 08-10 November

Seite 0 - Zeile 19 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

85 Insert in (18) during the council meetings. / (19) Calls on the Council of the
European Union to abandon the use of unanimous voting and / (20)
switch to the qualified majority voting system that the Council uses
for most matters[1]. / (21)  

Calls on the Council of the European Union to switch to the use of the
qualified majority voting system in areas that could damage the
EU’s reputation as a reliable partner, such as foreign policy. 

Justification: This amendment aims to ensure that a unanimous voting
system is still used for certain matters that should be taken by the Union
as a whole, while also guaranteeing that no member state can
perpetually block decisions in the Council of the European Union that
affect the EU’s ability to act in the world.

Paragraph 2 - Seite 0 - Zeile 19 - Author: Centerstudenter (Sweden)

86 Replace
In certain
particularly
delicate matters,
we see a high
value of
unanimity.

(18) during the council meetings. / (19) Calls on the Council of the
European Union to abandon the use of unanimous voting and / (20)
switch to the qualified majority voting system that the Council uses
for most matters[1].

replace "abandon" with "decreaese" in the second bullet point.  
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Proposal 107 "Resolution on the European integration of Iceland"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 2 - Seite 0 - Zeile 17 bis 18 - Author: Mladé ANO

87 Delete
Justification:
"The European
Liberal Youth
(LYMEC) calls
for defining a
comprehensive
path towards EU
integration for
Iceland." should
be omitted as EU
already has a
comprehensive
path towards EU
integration for
Iceland or other
non members
and it´s called
EU accession
procedure. Also,
it should be
Iceland to drive
this integration,
not EU.

(16) Iceland and the European Union / (17) The European Liberal
Youth (LYMEC) calls for defining a comprehensive path towards EU
/ (18) integration for Iceland. 
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Seite 0 - Zeile 18 - Author: Centerstudenter (Sweden)

88 Insert after
We want to
clarify that the
decision about
whether Iceland
should continue
their integration
towards the EU
or not is up to the
citizens of Icland.

(17) The European Liberal Youth (LYMEC) calls for defining a
comprehensive path towards EU / (18) integration for Iceland. 

", once the Iclandic people has expressed such a will." 
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Proposal 108 "Bringing the youth ideas in the European elections' agenda"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 27 bis 29 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

89 Replace (26) and decisions, particularly highly inflexible labor markets; / (27)
-           Only a liberal approach taking in account all aspects can
solve these issues and prevent / (28) the stigmatization of old and
new Europe and the misuse of hate speech in elections’, referenda
/ (29) and various campaigns, which will render the European
citizens immune to populist propaganda / (30) -           Many young
and qualified people are looking for a job that best fits their
education and

Only a liberal approach, which takes into account all of the
aforementioned problems, can solve these issues and prevent the
stigmatization of certain groups, as well as the use of hate speech
in elections’ and referendums. Thus, contributing to diminish the
effects of populists’ propaganda. 

Info: This amendment  wishes to clarify this point, as it is too messy and
confusing, as well as avoiding the use of “render the European citizens
immune to populist propaganda”, which can be understood as
considering that the vote for populist parties is merely based on
manipulation and not certain grievances which should be addressed.

Seite 0 - Zeile 36 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

90 Insert after (35) include the youth voice in the elections agenda, as this will help
in our fight against populist / (36) propaganda; / (37) - ALDE Party
and its respective Member organizations to encourage its candidate
MEPs

Insert after “propaganda” 

"The European Parliament to create a specific parliamentary
committee to deal with Youth and Education (YEDU) issues, and to
hold an annual plenary -in the fashion of the State of the European
Union debate- focused solely on matters related to the development
and welfare of European Union’s youth. 

The European Commission to create a dedicated portfolio for Youth,
separate from other relevant, yet unrelated issues such as Research
and Innovation, in order to better focus on putting forward
proposals to respond to the needs of European Union’s youth”. 

Info: Youth issues are currently diluted both in the European Parliament
and the European Commission, and we think it deserves more political
attention.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 43 bis 44 - Author: Jong VLD

91 Delete
Delete "which will
create more job
opportunities for
young people"
Justification: This
line is vague.
There are
multiple positive
effects from a
"strong and
credible EU trade
policy".

(42) strengthening the EU data protection policy[3]; / (43) - Upon
advocating for a strong and credible EU trade policy[4], which will
create more job / (44) opportunities for young people / (45)  
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 109 "For an independent ECB – monetary stability instead of economic steering"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 9 - Author: Benjamin Fievet (IMS)

92 Replace
Technical
clarification

(8) -           the European Central Bank has lowered their interest
rates to 0% / (9) -           the ECB has introduced an negative income
of 0,50% on ECB deposits / (10) Stressing that:

the ECB has introduced a negative interest rate of 0,50% on its deposit
facility.

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 bis 22 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

93 Replace (20) LYMEC Calls for: / (21) -           an independent ECB, which
focuses on its prime goal of monetary stability and does not / (22)
abuse it’s power for economic or fiscal influence on public and
private debt.

An independent ECB, which focuses on its prime goal of monetary
stability, on safeguarding the value and integrity of the Euro, and
does not abuse it’s power for economic or fiscal influence on public and
private debt. 

Justification: the ECB must also act to protect our common currency
when needed, just like it did under Mario Draghi during the 2008
economic and financial crisis.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 201 "Protecting the freedom of surrogate mothers and families"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 - Author: Centerstudenter (Sweden)

94 Replace (34)   / (35) 3. Lymec to support a movement towards
non-criminalisation of surrogate motherhood / (36) agreements and
for such agreements to have legally binding effects to safeguard the
rights of the

replace "non-criminalisation" with "legalisation" 

Seite 0 - Zeile 40 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

95 Insert after (39) person and the juridical and economic security of both parts, so
that the economic remuneration / (40) is not the only economic
sustainment for the pregnant mother. / (41)  

Insert after “pregnant mother” 

“Condemns the discrimination that surrogate mothers and families
still suffer across the European Union, sometimes even being
criminalised by members of governments and thus rendering them
unprotected and vulnerable to harassment, degrading treatment and
other types of aggression”
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 202 "Liberal Gender Policy"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

96 Insert in (1) Liberal Gender Policy / (2) Archiving R.2.18 on the Liberal
Gender Policy. 

Add "Jonge Democraten (JD)" as co-signers of the resolution. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 17 - Author: Svensk Ungdom

97 Replace
Replace "that,
thefore men still
account or" with
"despite this,
men still account
for"

(16) The ratio of women MEP went up to 39% form 36% in the last
elections to the European / (17) Parliament, but that, therefore, men
still account or a big majority of MEPs.  / (18) In the business world,
in 2017 only 25.3% of the high-level managing positions were

Parliament, but despite this, men still account for a big majority of MEPs. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 77 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

98 Insert after (76) condemns all kinds of sexual harassment, as well as sexual
and domestic violence / (77) against women; / (78) Asks the
European Parliament and all national Parliaments to promote girls'
access to

Insert after “against women” 

Calls for the European Commission to present a draft proposal for
an EU-wide Gender Equality Strategy within the first year after
taking office, especially aiming at harmonising national legal
frameworks to support work-life balance, to promote an equal
distribution of family duties between men and women, and to
address the gender pay gap

Seite 0 - Zeile 87 bis 89 - Author: Svensk Ungdom

99 Replace
This should be
two separate
calls for.

(86) Development; / (87) Believes that gay and lesbian partnerships
should be given the same recognition / (88) currently available to
heterosexuals, and that sex trade should be made legal so as to /
(89) ensure women's safety and control over their own working
conditions;  / (90) Encourages the European governments to
introduce a burden-shared maternity/paternity

Believes that gay and lesbian partnerships should be given the same
recognition currently available to heterosexuals; 

Believes that sex trade should be made legal so as to ensure women's
safety and control over their own working conditions;
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 94 bis 96 - Author: Venstres Ungdom (VU)

100 Replace (93) another important step and signal on the way towards gender
equality. / (94) Esteems that affordable childcare and maternity
health care, and a balanced paternity / (95) leave to that of the
father are key to cut women's restricted opportunities in the labour /
(96) market, because there is still today an unequal sharing of family
responsibilities; / (97) Defends that we will never be able to achieve
humanity's full potential if we leave half of

Believes that every family should be able to decide how they want
to structure their family life. Therefore, there should be no rules
against one parent taking the entire leave, and thus the EU shall
never force families to share the leave equally between them.

Seite 0 - Zeile 99 bis 101 - Author: Jonge Democraten, Marten Porte

101 Delete
Although we
agree with the
contents, the use
of names and
specific
examples takes
away the
timelessness of
the resolution
and makes
unnecessary
needs to review
the resolution
after the next
Commission.

(98) the population behind;  / (99) Praises European leaders for the
gender-balanced executive proposed by the Council / (100) and
approved by the Parliament that nominates Ursula von der Leyen as
President of the / (101) Commission and Christine Lagarde as
President of the European Central Bank; / (102) Believes that
encouragement and tolerance is the best way to ensure an
implementation
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 108 bis 114 - Author: Venstres Ungdom (VU)

102 Delete
Make this into 2
paragraphs as
having gender
equality in your
organisation and
educating your
members on
LGBTQ+ are two
different things.

(107) discrimination. / (108) Calls upon member organisations to
encourage and promote the least represented / (109) gender within
their organisations as it makes politics more representative, the
political / (110) outcome more balanced and the results more
sustainable. Calls as well member / (111) organisations to educate
their organisation on LGBTQ+, in order to break down / (112)
stereotypes towards genders and people of other sexual orientation
than the one that / (113) they themselves possess, as well as to put
all effort to reach a fair distribution of gender / (114) within their
organisation and make initiatives to combat any existing gender
gap. / (115) The LYMEC member organisations and member
contacts in the EU member states and

Calls upon member organisations to encourage and promote the
least represented gender within their organisations as it makes
politics more representative, the political outcome more balanced
and the results more sustainable, as well as to put all effort to
reach a fair distribution of gender within their organisation and
make initiatives to combat any existing gender gap.

Calls member organisations to educate their organisation on
LGBTQ+, in order to break down stereotypes towards genders
and people of other sexual orientation than the one that they
themselves possess.

Seite 0 - Zeile 113 bis 114 - Author: Venstres Ungdom (VU)

103 Delete
It is not up to
LYMEC to decide
what a fair
destribution of
gender is, it is up
to each member
organisation.
Furthermore,
having a liberal
gender policy
does not mean
that each gender
must be equally
represented, it
means that all
genders must
have equal
opportunities to
be represented.

(112) stereotypes towards genders and people of other sexual
orientation than the one that / (113) they themselves possess, as
well as to put all effort to reach a fair distribution of gender / (114)
within their organisation and make initiatives to combat any existing
gender gap. / (115) The LYMEC member organisations and member
contacts in the EU member states and

delete from: as well as...
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 113 bis 114 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya (JNC), Venstres Ungdom (VU)

104 Replace
Replace after:
"as well as...".

(112) stereotypes towards genders and people of other sexual
orientation than the one that / (113) they themselves possess, as
well as to put all effort to reach a fair distribution of gender / (114)
within their organisation and make initiatives to combat any existing
gender gap. / (115) The LYMEC member organisations and member
contacts in the EU member states and

"As well as to put all effort to ensure that each gender has equal
opportunities to be represented within their organisation and make
initiatives to combat any form of existing gender discrimination".
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 203 "Introduction of the "Community of responsibility""

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 3 bis 4 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth

105 Replace (2) Considering that: / (3) European states currently only support
partnerships between two unrelated people, / (4) sometimes even
only between heterosexual couples. By favoring this kind of
relationship, / (5) the state suggests that certain kinds of taking
responsibility for each other are better than

Some European states only support partnerships between heterosexual
couples

Seite 0 - Zeile 19 - Author: Finnish Centre Youth

106 Delete (18) broadening of the concept of traditional marriage and civil
partnership. By introducing it, / (19) both other institutions would be
rendered redundant. / (20) The community of responsibility is a
solution for the long-overdue reform in family rights
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 204 "Resolution on lowering the voting age to 16 in European Parliament elections"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 1 - Seite 0 - Zeile 5 bis 6 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

107 Replace
It is clearer this
way.

(4) Citizens' involvement in the governance of the state is the key
feature of democracy. In / (5) most of the European Union (EU)
Member States, the highest sovereignty is exercised / (6) directly or
through democratically elected representatives. Under the current
legislation of / (7) each EU Member State, all citizens of the state
have the right to vote in European

Replace "directly or through democratically elected representatives" by
"through the election of political representatives or the participation in
direct democracy procedures such as referendums or participatory
budgets". 

Paragraph 1 - Seite 0 - Zeile 8 bis 9 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

108 Replace
"Insignificant"
seems too
strong.

(7) each EU Member State, all citizens of the state have the right to
vote in European / (8) Parliament elections from the age of 18
(except Greece, Malta, and Austria), but only an / (9) insignificant
part of young people vote and express their civic will[1]. / (10) Even
though participation in the 2019 European Parliament elections
increased

but "young people still tend to vote less than other population segments,
expressing their views and civic engagement through alternative
procedures than that of participatory democracy, being their preferences
thus less represented in traditional democratic institutions". 

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

109 Insert in (29) agenda. / (30) Young people nowadays have greater
knowledge of society and are more informed than / (31) was the
youth of previous generations due to the achievements of
digitalisation and / (32) connected society. / (33) 16-17 year
olds already have a lot of responsibilities in society: they can
partially work

Young people nowadays have greater knowledge of society and are
more informed than was the youth of previous generations due to the
achievements of digitalisation and connected society, always bearing in
mind the growing risk of polarization and disinformation that also
affect young people. 

Justification: The assumption of young people being “more informed”
due to digitalisation does not take into account the role of social media on
polarization and the correlation between more information and more echo
chambers.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 6 - Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

110 Insert in
Seems trivial but
traditional
education has
also played a
huge role.

(31) was the youth of previous generations due to the achievements
of digitalisation and / (32) connected society. / (33) 16-17 year
olds already have a lot of responsibilities in society: they can
partially work

", as well as the practically complete alphabetisation of the EU population
and the promotion of critical thought in the education system". 

Seite 0 - Zeile 32 - Author: JUNOS

111 Insert after (31) was the youth of previous generations due to the achievements
of digitalisation and / (32) connected society. / (33) 16-17 year
olds already have a lot of responsibilities in society: they can
partially work

Nevertheless, lowering the voting age to 16 also needs to entail a greater
and early educational focus on political education, democracy and critical
discourse in order to ensure that everyone knows what their rights are
and how to exercise them.

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 46 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

112 Insert in
Just by lowering
the voting age,
young people will
not get
automatically
engage. We
believe this has
to be coupled
with the
promotion of an
EU identity and
the training on
what the EU is
and does and
why is it relevant
for them,
wherever they
live.

(45) EU to adopt draft legislative acts and legalize voting in
European Parliament elections / (46) from the age of 16 years old in
all EU Member States. / (47) [1] 2019 European elections: National
rules https://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATA

Calls upon "the EU to promote programs aimed at the strengthening of
an EU common identity and training programs that spread knowledge
among EU youth about the relevance and day-to-day functioning of the
EU, so that they know why should they vote and they are less
encouraged to support Euroskeptic parties". 
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 205 "Towards a sustainable labour migration policy"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 54 bis 55 - Author: Venstres Ungdom (VU)

113 Delete (53) labour demand and supply gap.·                  / (54) Calls on the
EU to harmonize the member states’ legislation and to extend the
Blue card / (55) scheme to make it a EU-wide work permit replacing
the equivalent national schemes. / (56) Calls on the EU to ensure
fair treatment of third country nationals and irregular people
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 206 "A common approach to asylum policy"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 52 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

114 Insert after (51) - A truly common, European approach to migration and
asylum[7] , including a harmonization of / (52) the criteria,
acceptance rates and conditions for asylum seekers. / (53) - In the
case a new proposal is made by the European Commission for a
“New pact on migration

Insert after “asylum seekers” 

European Union institutions to consider opening up the possibility
of establishing centres to process asylum applications in the
regions of origin, providing asylum seekers for alternatives to apply
for asylum in the EU without the need to risk their lives physically
travelling to the EU and thus reducing their risk of falling prey to
human traffickers. 

The European Commission to come up with a proposal under EU
law to better coordinate search and rescue (SAR) efforts in the
Mediterranean, since Member states have to share their
responsibility to host those people that have been rescued at sea, in
line with the ad hoc agreement signed by France, Germany, Malta,
Italy, Luxembourg, Ireland and Portugal 

Justification: both additions are long-term and short-term solutions to
the main problem we see now with the Common European Asylum
System, which is people are dying in the Mediterranean. No country can
face this challenge alone, and therefore we call for these two proposals
to be taken in, since it would reduce the incentives for asylum seekers to
put their lives in danger while creating a workable solution for those who
unfortunately keep being at risk.

Seite 0 - Zeile 57 - Author: Junge Liberale

115 Insert in (56) would be coordinated by an enhanced agency in the place of
the European Asylum Support / (57) office, instead of the existing
rules which proved to not be fit for purpose. / (58) - We call in that
regard the ALDE Prime ministers to put all efforts and pressure to
their

For countries which are negleting this distribution system there has to be
established a graduated sanction system with financial support for
refugee reception facilities out of the European Union. 
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 207 "Recognition of Sexual Reproductive Health and Rights as a Policy in LYMEC Gender and Sexual
Rights and Civil Liberties"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 41 - Author: Svensk Ungdom

116 Replace
Replace
"Millennium
Development
Goals (MDG)"
with "Sustainable
Development
Goals (SDGs)"

(40) billion people are aged between 19 and 25; / (41) It is not
possible to achieve the Millennium Development Goals (MDG),
especially the / (42) eradication of extreme poverty and hunger, if
we do not tackle reproductive health issues;

It is not possible to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),
especially the 

Seite 0 - Zeile 102 - Author: Marina Sedlo (IMS)

117 Insert after
Add new
bulletpoint

Member organisations of LYMEC and member parties of ALDE to
fight for the introduction of Sexual Education and Information as
mandatory part of the school programme.

Seite 0 - Zeile 103 bis 105 - Author: Jonge Democraten, Marten Porte

118 Replace
We believe the
current text is
way too soft. An
‘open
discussion’ with
a consensus
decision to
withhold women
the right to safe
abortions should
not be something
we can live with.

(102) and the right to the information and the safe means to
exercise those choices. / (103) LYMEC calls for the advocacy for
open discussions between Member States regarding / (104) the
access to safe abortion and would encourage Member States to
seek consensus on / (105) this matter.

LYMEC calls on all member states to ensure women with unwanted
pregnancies have the possibility  of a safe abortion
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 105 - Author: Jonge Democraten, Marten Porte

119 Insert after
We believe
affordable (or
ideally, free)
contraceptives
greatly
decreases the
need for
abortions and will
boost
reproductive
health (less
STD’s for
example)

LYMEC encourages all member states to provide its citizens with
affordable contraceptives
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 208 "Challenging the vacuum of government in Northern Ireland"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 1 - Seite 0 - Zeile 25 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

120 Insert in
Take into
consideration the
unspecified
details contained
into the
Withdrawal Act
Bill that affect
Northern Ireland
and its future
relation with both
the UK and the
EU.

(24) that overcoming the challenge of Brexit and restoring
government in Northern Ireland are / (25) inextricably linked as
issues.  / (26) Congress believes:1.

Notes "that the Withdrawal Act Bill (WAB) agreed by Prime Minister
Johnson does not itself legislate for the stated ‘consent mechanism’ for
the Northern Ireland Assembly in relation to aligning with certain EU rules
post-Brexit (as set out in the Protocol) and relies only on the Government
using its delegated powers, under clause 21, to give effect to such
consent mechanism through regulations instead of by an Act of
Parliament. Also, neither does the WAB set out the details of how VAT
and Customs will work in Northern Ireland, and refers these decisions to
be made by the Joint Committee, made up of representatives from the
EU and the UK. Finally, the WAB does not set out what role, if any, the
Northern Ireland Executive and Assembly would have in the decision
whether to extend the transition period."

Paragraph 2 - Seite 0 - Zeile 51 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

121 Insert in
Contemplate the
case that no
future
relationship
agreement is
reached between
the UK and the
EU and its
effects for
Northern Ireland.

(50) the Irish government additionally has a responsibility to uphold
and protect the Agreement / (51) as its guarantor. / (52) Congress
resolves:1.

Believes "that the WAB de facto creates a border between Northern
Ireland and the UK as, in practice, Northern Ireland will apply many EU
customs rules and there will effectively be a customs and regulatory
border between Great Britain and Northern Ireland in the Irish Sea. This
is particularly relevant in the case that the UK and the EU fail to conclude
a new future relationship agreement by the end of the transtion period,
when the UK would then revert to "WTO" trading terms with the EU, and
Northern Ireland would face trade barriers for goods moving from Great
Britain into Northern Ireland, restricting free movement of goods and
undermining a fair playing field." 
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 301 "Taking Europe Out of This World"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 2 bis 3 - Author: Lithuanian liberal youth

122 Delete
Delete line:
"When looking
up at the night
sky, one is
instantly humbled
by the vastness
of outer space.
Outer space is
an undiscovered
mystery but also
a tool to learn
more about our
home, Earth."

(1) Taking Europe Out of This World / (2) When looking up at the
night sky, one is instantly humbled by the vastness of outer space.
Outer / (3) space is an undiscovered mystery but also a tool to learn
more about our home, Earth. The / (4) space industry feeds the
economy with new innovations that improve our everyday lives and

Seite 0 - Zeile 47 - Author: Mladé ANO

123 Insert after
Justification: Until
it´s proven we
have no enemies
in the Universe,
it´s dangerous to
limit ourselves in
regards to use of
any weapons in a
matter of
defence.

(46) The United Nations Space Committee to ban the use of
conventional weapons in outer / (47) space; 5. / (48) More
interaction between young people and the space industry to ensure
the provision of

with exception of defence against attacks of non-Earth species.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 63 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

124 Insert after (62) technologies and methods that seek to reduce Kessler
syndrome, through programmes / (63) such as Horizon Europe.

 Insert after “Horizon Europe” 

9. The EU institutions and Member states to engage in public
campaigns to raise awareness of how important it is to develop a
workable Common European Space Policy, especially in light of
new security developments. 

Justification: very interesting proposal, but just to reinforce the need to
bring the public opinion on board with this issue that will likely require a
substantial amount of resources dedicated to it in the coming years.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 302 "Improving the USA-EU Cooperation"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

125 Replace
Improving the
USA-EU
Cooperation

(1) Improving the USA-EU Cooperation / (2) Considering: to "Improving Educational Cooperation between the United States and
the European Union"  

Justification: Improving educational cooperation is what the resolution is
about, thus it is important to specify this. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

126 Insert in
More adequate
title considering
the general
content of the
resolution.

(1) Improving the USA-EU Cooperation / (2) Considering: Improving the USA-EU Cooperation "on education and research"

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Momentum TizenX

127 Insert after
insert after
"USA-EU"

(1) Improving the USA-EU Cooperation / (2) Considering: Academic

Seite 0 - Zeile 3 bis 4 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

128 Replace (2) Considering: / (3) - Many differences divide the EU from the USA
and both mostly have negative opinions of each / (4) other / (5) -
Deeper cooperation between the EU and the USA would help to end
the prejudices and

Despite the differences between the EU and the USA, as well as the
negative opinions of each other that some citizens uphold, there is
room for admiration, friendship and cooperation. 

Justification: The reason for this amendment is to avoid stressing only
negative aspects, but also considering that the United States are not only
their president, but a plurality of citizens with different opinions on the
European Union. Same goes for the EU and the diverging opinions on
the president of the United States and other representatives and citizens.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 3 bis 4 - Author: Momentum TizenX

129 Replace
replace whole
bullet point by:

(2) Considering: / (3) - Many differences divide the EU from the USA
and both mostly have negative opinions of each / (4) other / (5) -
Deeper cooperation between the EU and the USA would help to end
the prejudices and

-Although the EU and the USA are close allies and share common goals
and values, in the academic field cooperation is strongly limited

Seite 0 - Zeile 17 bis 18 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

130 Delete
line 17-18

(16) - Less bureaucracy and cheaper visas when traveling / (17) -
Tuition fees to be paid by the EU. After their studies, the fees would
have to be paid back. / (18) Improvement for universities: / (19) -
More sharing of best practices

Justification: This is not a service currently available internally in the
Union. Thus, it would be out of place to introduce this policy of paid
tuition fees for the United States universities before done in the Union. 

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 21 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

131 Replace
This already
exists; if we want
to improve in this
area we sould
encourage the
creation of new
campuses and
their interaction
with local
universities.

(20) - An online platform of interaction in the academic field / (21) -
The US-universities to be able to have campuses in the EU and
vice-versa / (22) - New partnerships and strengthening of existing
ones by providing the funds

"Promoting the creation of new campuses of US universities in the EU
and viceversa, and an improved cooperation with the universities in the
field, thus encouraging the exchange of best practices and the creation of
an effective research ecosystem". 

Seite 0 - Zeile 22 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

132 Insert in (21) - The US-universities to be able to have campuses in the EU
and vice-versa / (22) - New partnerships and strengthening of
existing ones by providing the funds / (23) Improvement for staff:

Improving the USA-EU cooperation through education. 

Justification: The reason for this amendment is to clarify what the
resolution is about, as focuses mainly on proposals related to foster
educational exchanges.
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Proposal 303 "A European answer to the threat of rising Antisemitism"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 2 - Seite 0 - Zeile 7 bis 10 - Author: Jonge Democraten

133 Replace
Clarifies the
inclusion of the
“three Ds of
antisemitism”,
which is a set of
criteria under
which criticism of
Israel is
considered
anti-Semitic.

(6) Recognizing that: / (7) So called “criticism of the State of Israel”
is often disguised anti-semitism, because it / (8) differs from criticism
of any other state and creates double standards and demonizes and
/ (9) delegitimizes Israels existence, which itself is a result of
worldwide antisemitism and the / (10) holocaust. / (11) Believing
that:

Criticism of the State of Israel is disguised anti-semitism when it creates double
standards, demonizes or delegitimizes the existance of Israel, which itself is a
result of worldwide antisemitism and the holocaust.

Seite 0 - Zeile 7 bis 10 - Author: Jeunes MR

134 Delete (6) Recognizing that: / (7) So called “criticism of the State of Israel”
is often disguised anti-semitism, because it / (8) differs from criticism
of any other state and creates double standards and demonizes and
/ (9) delegitimizes Israels existence, which itself is a result of
worldwide antisemitism and the / (10) holocaust. / (11) Believing
that:

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 23 bis 25 - Author: Jonge Democraten

135 Delete
As liberals we
should recognize
that even the
most dangerous
problems are not
solved by the
creation of a new
government
agency.

(22) European Union. / (23) More engagement of the European
Union with regards to the prevention of anti-semetic / (24) offences.
Therefore LYMEC calls for the founding of an European agency that
deals with / (25) the specific problems and threats of antisemitism in
Europe. / (26) Prevention of antisemitism through education. Hence
conveying and acknowledging
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 27 bis 29 - Author: Jeunes MR

136 Delete (26) Prevention of antisemitism through education. Hence conveying
and acknowledging / (27) Jewish history as integral part of
European history and funding of an Israeli-European / (28) Youth
Forum as a vehicle for exchange and for overcoming antisemitic
stigmas and / (29) strengthening bonds between the young civil
societies in Europe and Israel. / (30) Rejecting every kind of any
anti-semitic calls for boycott by the „Boycott, Divestment and

"and funding (...) in Europe and Israel."

Seite 0 - Zeile 30 bis 34 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

137 Replace (29) strengthening bonds between the young civil societies in
Europe and Israel. / (30) Rejecting every kind of any anti-semitic
calls for boycott by the „Boycott, Divestment and / (31)
Sanctions“-Campaign(BDS), organisations, partys, associations
and/or individuals who / (32) delegitimize the existence of the State
of Israel as a jewish state or act otherwise / (33) anti-semitic. The
European Liberal Youth insists that these organisations should not /
(34) receive any grants or subsidies from the European Union and
their member states. / (35) Financially punishing companies from in
common European market for discrimination

Rejecting every kind of any anti-semitic calls by organizations, parties,
associations and/or individuals to delegitimize the existence of the
State of Israel or act otherwise anti-semitic, calling for EU grants not to
be awarded to them, deploring the “Boycott, Divestment and
Sanctions“ (BDS) campaign while respecting individual consumers’
behaviour. 

Justification: We think this wording better reflects our respect for the
freedom to act as a consumer while condemning organised anti-semitic
campaigns.

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 bis 36 - Author: Lithuanian liberal youth

138 Replace (34) receive any grants or subsidies from the European Union and
their member states. / (35) Financially punishing companies from in
common European market for discrimination / (36) against nationals
of the state of Israel when providing services. / (37) A rejection of
antisemitic voting behaviour in UN-bodies and commiting to Israel’s
right to

to: "Companies in the common European market that are discriminating
against nationals of Israel when providing services should not receive
grants or subsidies from the European Union and their member states." 

Justification: We think, that punishing companies financially is not a
liberal way to do, therefore those companies should not receive any kind
of financial contribution from EU and member states.

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 bis 36 - Author: Jeunes MR

139 Delete (34) receive any grants or subsidies from the European Union and
their member states. / (35) Financially punishing companies from in
common European market for discrimination / (36) against nationals
of the state of Israel when providing services. / (37) A rejection of
antisemitic voting behaviour in UN-bodies and commiting to Israel’s
right to
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 37 bis 38 - Author: Jeunes MR

140 Delete (36) against nationals of the state of Israel when providing services.
/ (37) A rejection of antisemitic voting behaviour in UN-bodies and
commiting to Israel’s right to / (38) exist. LYMEC demands that
representatives of the European Union institutions and of / (39)
European Union memberstates distance themselves from one-sided
intitiatives,

"and commiting to Israel's right to exist"

Seite 0 - Zeile 43 - Author: Jeunes MR

141 Delete (42) and calls for the destruction of Israel. The European Liberal
Youth demands banning the / (43) Iran-backed terror group in its
entirety in the European Union. / (44) Not accepting Symbols, flags,
signs and slogans of anti-semitic groups like Hisbollah,

"iran-backed"

Seite 0 - Zeile 48 bis 52 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

142 Replace (47) and gatherings. / (48) Reminding Muslim communities of their
responsibilities to prevent growing antisemitic / (49) sentiments
amongst their members. LYMEC calls for deporting militant imams
and other / (50) clerical members who spread antisemitism and
urges the European Union to inhibit / (51) external influences from
religious institutions sponsored by states that also sponsor / (52)
terrorism. / (53)  

Reminding all communities, regardless of their identity or religion, of
their responsibilities to prevent growing antisemitic sentiments amongst
their members. LYMEC calls for preventing and sanctioning those who
use religion to spread antisemitism and urges the European Union to 
monitor and prevent external influences from religious institutions
sponsored by states that also sponsor terrorism. 

Justification: original text is unnecessarily harsh against Muslim
communities. We should all be together in fighting anti-semitism, without
scapegoating any particular religious community.

Seite 0 - Zeile 48 bis 52 - Author: Jeunes MR

143 Delete (47) and gatherings. / (48) Reminding Muslim communities of their
responsibilities to prevent growing antisemitic / (49) sentiments
amongst their members. LYMEC calls for deporting militant imams
and other / (50) clerical members who spread antisemitism and
urges the European Union to inhibit / (51) external influences from
religious institutions sponsored by states that also sponsor / (52)
terrorism. / (53)  
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Proposal 401 "Resolution on Renewing Europe"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 bis 22 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

144 Replace
The boundaries
between
research and
private enterprise
need to be
eliminated, in
particular when it
comes to applied
research

(20) education, while also attracting talented international students
and high-skilled researchers. / (21) The boundaries between
research and private enterprise need to be eliminated, in particular /
(22) when it comes to applied research. The EU cannot afford to get
left behind as the United States / (23) and China make new leaps in
areas like artificial intelligence (AI) and biotechnology. While the

with "Cooperation and synergy between research and private enterprise
are necessary, and obstacles should be removed especially in the fields
of applied research." 

Justification: This is a bit more moderate - it implies certain advantages
that some research is still conducted in accordance with public
regulations, and that some research which is not immensely economic
viable is not conducted.

Seite 0 - Zeile 21 bis 22 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

145 Replace (20) education, while also attracting talented international students
and high-skilled researchers. / (21) The boundaries between
research and private enterprise need to be eliminated, in particular /
(22) when it comes to applied research. The EU cannot afford to get
left behind as the United States / (23) and China make new leaps in
areas like artificial intelligence (AI) and biotechnology. While the

Enhanced cooperation between research and private enterprises
should be sponsored, in particular when it comes to applied research. 

Justification: The reason for this amendment is to avoid using the word
“elimination” when it comes to the boundaries between research and
private enterprises. Although cooperation between the later and the
former should be encouraged, it must not be forgotten that they are ruled
by different principles and should have different, although sometimes
convergent, goals.

Seite 0 - Zeile 41 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

146 Insert in (40) - Further initiatives to create global Bologna and Sorbonne
Processes. / (41) - The EU to continue the development of the
Erasmus program. / (42) - The European Commission to use prize
competitions similar to the X Prize in order to spur

The EU to continue the development of the Erasmus program and to
invest more resources on it, as it has been proved to be one of the
most effective tools of European integration. 

Info: The reason for this amendment is we support greater investments in
this successful programme, whose funding is currently being debated
under the wider Multiannual Financial Framework negotiations.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 46 bis 47 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

147 Replace
replace line
46-47

(45) taxpayers through the EU budget. / (46) - Carve-outs in the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to exempt AI from
certain / (47) provisions, thereby ensuring that the EU does not fall
behind in AI research. / (48) - A revision of the current EU GMO
legislation to make that the use of new gene editing

with "EU legislation should not prevent research into ethical AI's." 

Justification: AI research is important, but there is a limited to what kind
of AI's we want to develop. While China has great result in using AI's to
manage personal data, we should not strive to have the same AI control
over our citizens' data and it should be protected at all cost. AI's are vital
for the future economy, but it should not be at the expense of our
personal information.

Seite 0 - Zeile 46 bis 47 - Author: Jong VLD

148 Delete
Justification: We
believe
exempting this
from GDPR
creates a
slippery slope.

(45) taxpayers through the EU budget. / (46) - Carve-outs in the
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) to exempt AI from
certain / (47) provisions, thereby ensuring that the EU does not fall
behind in AI research. / (48) - A revision of the current EU GMO
legislation to make that the use of new gene editing

Seite 0 - Zeile 57 bis 59 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

149 Replace
57-59

(56) authorisation of anti-competitive transactions. / (57) - No further
development of the social pillar, in order to ensure that the MS retain
the right to / (58) develop their own labour market policies as well as
preventing the development of EU regulated / (59) minimum wages.
/ (60) - The EU to abstain from using trade policy to achieve
non-trade related, strategic ends. Trade

to "No development of EU regulated minimum wages" 

Justification: The social pillar is vital for the development of the
European Union and the relevant parts have therefore been struck. We
agree with the prevention of EU regulated minimum wages. 
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 57 bis 59 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

150 Delete
Justification:
While Member
states should
retain
competences in
social policy, we
do not think the
development of
the Social Pillar
is incompatible
with that.

(56) authorisation of anti-competitive transactions. / (57) - No further
development of the social pillar, in order to ensure that the MS retain
the right to / (58) develop their own labour market policies as well as
preventing the development of EU regulated / (59) minimum wages.
/ (60) - The EU to abstain from using trade policy to achieve
non-trade related, strategic ends. Trade

Seite 0 - Zeile 60 bis 61 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

151 Delete
60-61

(59) minimum wages. / (60) - The EU to abstain from using trade
policy to achieve non-trade related, strategic ends. Trade / (61)
policy should not be used as a political weapon. / (62) - The EU to
continue to incorporate economic development and sustainability
aspects in future

Justification: Trade is EU only big strategic tool, to spread our influence,
liberal democracy, human standards and human rights abroad. Trade is
certainly a weapon and it should be used, as it is a peaceful and powerful
tool that has been wielded with great success in the past. 
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 60 bis 61 - Author: Mladé ANO

152 Delete
Justification:
"The EU to
abstain from
using trade policy
to achieve
non-trade
related, strategic
ends. Trade
policy should not
be used as a
political weapon."
should be
omitted as trade
policy is actually
a very efficient
tool to negotiate
and is much
safer than
military means.

(59) minimum wages. / (60) - The EU to abstain from using trade
policy to achieve non-trade related, strategic ends. Trade / (61)
policy should not be used as a political weapon. / (62) - The EU to
continue to incorporate economic development and sustainability
aspects in future

Seite 0 - Zeile 60 bis 61 - Author: IMS Danica Vihinen

153 Delete
This is
completely
contradictory to
the next bullet
point. Either we
condemn using
trade as a means
to reach and
end, or we
encourage TSD
chapters in the
trade
agreements, but
we can't have it
both ways.

(59) minimum wages. / (60) - The EU to abstain from using trade
policy to achieve non-trade related, strategic ends. Trade / (61)
policy should not be used as a political weapon. / (62) - The EU to
continue to incorporate economic development and sustainability
aspects in future
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 60 bis 61 - Author: Danica Vihinen, IMS and Centerstudenter

154 Replace (59) minimum wages. / (60) - The EU to abstain from using trade
policy to achieve non-trade related, strategic ends. Trade / (61)
policy should not be used as a political weapon. / (62) - The EU to
continue to incorporate economic development and sustainability
aspects in future

The EU to abstain from using trade barriers such as tariffs and quotas to
launch trade wars. Trade defence measures should, however, still be
possible when provocations by other actors call for it.

Seite 0 - Zeile 64 bis 65 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

155 Replace
line 64-65

(63) trade deals. / (64) - A halt to the plans to turn the Eurozone into
a fiscal union with its own budget and finance / (65) minister.

to "To continue the development of the Eurozone into a fiscal union with
its own budget and finance minister" 

Justification: Increasing economic integration is vital for the future
development of the European Union and this should, therefore, be
changed.

Seite 0 - Zeile 64 bis 65 - Author: Venstres Ungdom (VU)

156 Delete (63) trade deals. / (64) - A halt to the plans to turn the Eurozone into
a fiscal union with its own budget and finance / (65) minister.
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Proposal 402 "Let's liberalise the foreign exchange market"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 22 - Author: Jonge Democraten

157 Insert in (21) micro-financing and mobile-banking.  / (22) Free market-driven
competition on the issue of hyperinflated currencies will give the /
(23) average consumer the opportunity to choose between a variety
of possible means of / (24) payment. Calls for:1. / (25) A
liberalisation of the money market by protecting the freedom to issue
and use / (26) crypto-currency, which would secure consumers of
the world the freedom to choose and / (27) protect millions of people
from the atrocities of hyperinflation.2.

 

Seite 0 - Zeile 22 bis 24 - Author: Jonge Democraten

158 Delete
Justification:
consumers
already have a
variety of
payment means.
The innovative
power of
cryptocurrencies
is not the ability
to speculate on
them but the
value of the
underlying
technologies that
bring forth things
like smart
contracting.

(21) micro-financing and mobile-banking.  / (22) Free market-driven
competition on the issue of hyperinflated currencies will give the /
(23) average consumer the opportunity to choose between a variety
of possible means of / (24) payment. Calls for:1. / (25) A
liberalisation of the money market by protecting the freedom to issue
and use
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 22 bis 24 - Author: Jonge Democraten

159 Delete
Justification:
consumers
already have a
variety of
payment means.
The innovative
power of
cryptocurrencies
is not the ability
to speculate on
them but the
value of the
underlying
technologies that
bring forth things
like smart
contracting.

(21) micro-financing and mobile-banking.  / (22) Free market-driven
competition on the issue of hyperinflated currencies will give the /
(23) average consumer the opportunity to choose between a variety
of possible means of / (24) payment. Calls for:1. / (25) A
liberalisation of the money market by protecting the freedom to issue
and use

Seite 0 - Zeile 22 bis 24 - Author: Jonge Democraten

160 Delete (21) micro-financing and mobile-banking.  / (22) Free market-driven
competition on the issue of hyperinflated currencies will give the /
(23) average consumer the opportunity to choose between a variety
of possible means of / (24) payment. Calls for:1. / (25) A
liberalisation of the money market by protecting the freedom to issue
and use

Justification: Consumers already have a variety of payment means. The
innovative power of cryptocurrencies is not the ability to speculate on
them but the value of the underlying technologies that bring forth things
like smart contracting.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 2 - Seite 0 - Zeile 24 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

161 Insert after (23) average consumer the opportunity to choose between a variety
of possible means of / (24) payment. Calls for:1. / (25) A
liberalisation of the money market by protecting the freedom to issue
and use

Noting that:

Cryptocurrencies are regulated through the own holder company,
which charge commissions or whatever considers necessary.
Private companies must follow the policy constrains to their own
products.
Cryptocurrency should have the same rights and obligations as
the rest of fiduciary money.

But also noting that: 

Each country has its own monetary regulation.
It would be better and might boost this sector to define a specific
legal framework about this issue.

Seite 0 - Zeile 31 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

162 Insert after (30) An agreement at European level stating that crypto-currencies
should not undergo unfair / (31) tax-benefits let alone
disadvantages.5. / (32) Governments to restrain for acting in ways
which would intentionally encourage distrust or

Insert after “alone disadvantages” 

“Crypto-currency developers and regulators to bear in mind the
need to preserve economic stability, to avoid the financing of
unlawful activities, and to comply with data protection rules when
exploring the circulation of crypto-currencies, and to agree to
regular checks to ensure crypto-currencies are in line with legal
provisions in place”   

Justification: we are in favour of promoting innovation and new solutions
in the realm of crypto-currencies, but we also think the rights and liberties
of the individual must always be preserved and protected when doing so.

Seite 0 - Zeile 31 - Author: Venstres Ungdom (VU)

163 Delete (30) An agreement at European level stating that crypto-currencies
should not undergo unfair / (31) tax-benefits let alone
disadvantages.5. / (32) Governments to restrain for acting in ways
which would intentionally encourage distrust or

Delete this: 

and to comply with data protection rules when exploring the circulation of
crypto-currencies, and to agree to regular checks to ensure
crypto-currencies are in line with legal provisions in place”
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 35 - Author: Jong VLD

164 Replace
Replace
"uprising" with
"progress".

(34) The European Union to be frontrunner on digital technologies
for the sake of millions’ / (35) well-being and social and economical
uprising.

well-being and social and economical progress.
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Proposal 403 "Multilateral and liberal model of international commerce"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

165 Insert in (1) Multilateral and liberal model of international commerce / (2)
Considering that: 

Add "Jonge Democraten (JD)" as co-signers of this resolution. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 1 - Author: IMS, Danica Vihinen

166 Replace
Replace the word
"commerce"
throughout the
resolution with
the word "trade".

(1) Multilateral and liberal model of international commerce / (2)
Considering that: 

Multilateral and liberal model of international trade

Seite 0 - Zeile 28 - Author: Jong VLD

167 Replace
Replace "liberal
countries" with
"liberal
democracies".
Justification:
What exactly are
liberal countries?
Those that have
liberal values or
have a liberal
government?

(27) international forums; and it has neither proposed alternative
reforms. This means that it is / (28) not only undermining the
well-functioning of the WTO, but that western liberal countries / (29)
can no longer hold China accountable when it does not obey the
agreed commercial

not only undermining the well-functioning of the WTO, but that western
liberal democracies
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 43 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

168 Insert after (42) LYMEC:  / (43)   / (44) Demands liberal countries to cooperate
to prevent a further erosion of  the liberal trade

Insert after "LYMEC" 

“Calls for the European Union and Member states to keep working
towards the preservation of the global free, rules-based trade
system, and to push for reforms when needed in order to open up
new market opportunities for European products and services. 

Thinks the European Union’s trade agenda is one of the best tools
at our disposal to foster change in other countries, especially when
it comes to the protection of human rights and the rule of law, the
promotion of liberal democracy and sustainable development, and
the fight against corruption and climate change”. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 44 - Author: Jong VLD

169 Replace
Replace "liberal
countries" with
"liberal
democracies".
Justification:
What exactly are
liberal countries?
Those that have
liberal values or
have a liberal
government?

(43)   / (44) Demands liberal countries to cooperate to prevent a
further erosion of  the liberal trade / (45) regime after Trump and to
propose profound reforms and legal solutions to end with trade

Demands liberal democracies to cooperate to prevent a further erosion of
the liberal trade
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 47 bis 52 - Author: Mladé ANO

170 Delete
Justification:
"Condemns the
victimist rhetoric
of President
Trump, since it
does not bring
any real solution
and undermines
the legitimacy,
the proper
functioning and
the multilateral
trust within the
liberal trade
regime Refuse
that a trade war
be the solution to
the challenges
that China is
posing to the
established
international
order or the right
tool to prevent
China from
building an
alternative trade
regime based on
non-liberal
trading values"
shall be omitted
as it´s President
Trumps´ right to
use his rhetoric
to convince
China to a fairer

(46) wars through a new multilateral and stable trade agreement;  /
(47) Condemns the victimist rhetoric of President Trump, since it
does not bring any real / (48) solution and undermines the
legitimacy, the proper functioning and the multilateral trust / (49)
within the liberal trade regime; / (50) Refuse that a trade war be the
solution to the challenges that China is posing to the / (51)
established international order or the right tool to prevent  China
from building an / (52) alternative trade regime based on non-liberal
trading values;  / (53) Ask that the government of the US stop
blocking the resolution of trade disputes, as well
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trade. Trade war
is a bad thing for
World economy,
but real/military
war would be
even worse and
the trade one
has already
proved to be
working in many
cases.
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Proposal 404 "Towards More Responsible Businesses in the EU"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 38 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

171 Replace (37) Believing that / (38) ? Business actors will play a key role in
shaping a sustainable future / (39) ? As the world’s largest
economy, the EU should take more responsibility in protecting

Business actors are already essential partners in building a more
sustainable future, sometimes acting as a trigger for reform in
developing countries.  

Justification: The literature already recognises the positive impact that
companies who stick to sustainable criteria when doing business actually
foster reforms in the countries they operate, as they try to offer a more
welcoming regulatory framework for their activities.
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Proposal 501 "Liberalise the sex industry"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 42 bis 43 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

172 Replace (41) in other professions.2. / (42) All EU member states to legalise
procuring, giving the ‘pimp’ the same responsibilities / (43) towards
her/his employees as any other employer in each EU member
state.3. / (44) All EU member states to legalise prostitution in
groups, e.g. brothels, allowing these

All EU member states to remove barriers for sex workers to set up
cooperative businesses fulfilling all obligations under EU and
national laws, respectively, and to ramp up their efforts to combat
human trafficking.  
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Proposal 601 "For a more sustainable tourist EU industry"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 51 bis 53 - Author: IMS

173 Replace
Motivation to
amend is two
folded: 1 we
should promote
landscape
planning which
includes green
corridors all
across europe 2
then because the
technical and
scientific
background for
establishing
green corridors is
grounded on
more than
previous use of
land

(50) to measure sustainability performance of tourist destinations; /
(51) Praises the initiative to create the "Green Belt", namely, 6800
km of paths from the / (52) Barents Sea to the Black Sea so as to
promote the transformation of the former Iron / (53) Curtain into a
cross-border network of walking and cycle paths.  / (54) Asks the
Commission to continue devoting specific funds for regions in this
sector, as

praises initiatives to create green corridors with european scope and
regional interconnection between ecosystems and natural conservation
areas so as to improve environmental quality and open opportunities for
green tourism, particularly through the development of cross-border
networks of walking and cycle paths
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 51 bis 53 - Author: IMS

174 Replace
Motivation to
amend is two
folded: 1 we
should promote
landscape
planning which
includes green
corridors all
across europe 2
then because the
technical and
scientific
background for
establishing
green corridors is
grounded on
more than
previous use of
land

(50) to measure sustainability performance of tourist destinations; /
(51) Praises the initiative to create the "Green Belt", namely, 6800
km of paths from the / (52) Barents Sea to the Black Sea so as to
promote the transformation of the former Iron / (53) Curtain into a
cross-border network of walking and cycle paths.  / (54) Asks the
Commission to continue devoting specific funds for regions in this
sector, as

praises initiatives to create green corridors with european scope and
regional interconnection between ecosystems and natural conservation
areas so as to improve environmental quality and open opportunities for
green tourism, particularly through the development of cross-border
networks of walking and cycle paths

Seite 0 - Zeile 77 bis 81 - Author: Lithuanian liberal youth

175 Delete (76) Calls for the development of sustainable transnational tourism
products; / (77) Calls for a common European climate tax on all
flights starting or ending in a European / (78) country, with the aim of
reducing the number of flights. It should be a priority to get / (79)
countries outside of the EU to join the deal. The tax income must be
used to things as / (80) electrify the railway network, to increase the
number of departures and to compensate for / (81) the climate
damage due to the flights. / (82) Asks the European Commission to
promote the existing voluntary EU Ecolable, so as to

Justification: As liberals, we should not punish companies and/or
individuals with financial penalties, whereas try to educate about
the climate damage due to the flights. Moreover, making other traveling
alternatives more available and attractive would also contribute to
reduction of flighing.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 77 bis 81 - Author: LHG

176 Delete (76) Calls for the development of sustainable transnational tourism
products; / (77) Calls for a common European climate tax on all
flights starting or ending in a European / (78) country, with the aim of
reducing the number of flights. It should be a priority to get / (79)
countries outside of the EU to join the deal. The tax income must be
used to things as / (80) electrify the railway network, to increase the
number of departures and to compensate for / (81) the climate
damage due to the flights. / (82) Asks the European Commission to
promote the existing voluntary EU Ecolable, so as to
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 4 - Seite 0 - Zeile 77 bis 81 - Author: Mladé ANO

177 Delete
Justification:
"Calls for a
common
European climate
tax on all flights
starting or ending
in a European
country, with the
aim of reducing
the number of
flights. It should
be a priority to
get countries
outside of the EU
to join the deal.
The tax income
must be used to
things as electrify
the railway
network, to
increase the
number of
departures and
to compensate
for the climate
damage due to
the flights" shall
be omitted as air
travel is the best
way of long
distance travel. It
is not so
eco-friendly, but
instead of
restricting it
which is not

(76) Calls for the development of sustainable transnational tourism
products; / (77) Calls for a common European climate tax on all
flights starting or ending in a European / (78) country, with the aim of
reducing the number of flights. It should be a priority to get / (79)
countries outside of the EU to join the deal. The tax income must be
used to things as / (80) electrify the railway network, to increase the
number of departures and to compensate for / (81) the climate
damage due to the flights. / (82) Asks the European Commission to
promote the existing voluntary EU Ecolable, so as to
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liberal, we should
rather support
finding more
eco-friendly fuels
for air travel.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 77 bis 81 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

178 Delete
Justification:
Although we
recognise the
need to
decarbonize
transport in the
EU, we do not
think imposing an
additional
aviation tax on
citizens is the
way to go,
especially since
there are EU
citizens that live
in islands and
ultra-peripherical
regions that have
no other
alternative.
Aviation
accounts for only
2% of global
emissions, and
there are other
challenges way
bigger -and with
way fewer
negative
externalities- to
address before
introducing such
a disrupting
measure.

(76) Calls for the development of sustainable transnational tourism
products; / (77) Calls for a common European climate tax on all
flights starting or ending in a European / (78) country, with the aim of
reducing the number of flights. It should be a priority to get / (79)
countries outside of the EU to join the deal. The tax income must be
used to things as / (80) electrify the railway network, to increase the
number of departures and to compensate for / (81) the climate
damage due to the flights. / (82) Asks the European Commission to
promote the existing voluntary EU Ecolable, so as to
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 77 - Author: Svensk Ungdom

179 Replace
Replace "Calls
for a common
European climate
tax" with "Calls
for common
European
taxation of
aviation fuel"

(76) Calls for the development of sustainable transnational tourism
products; / (77) Calls for a common European climate tax on all
flights starting or ending in a European / (78) country, with the aim of
reducing the number of flights. It should be a priority to get

Calls for common European taxation of aviation fuel on all flights starting
or ending in a European 

Seite 0 - Zeile 86 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

180 Insert after (85) Calls for the digitalization of the tourist sector, as the best way
to promote the access of / (86) the general public and tourists to
natural, cultural and historical heritage sites.  / (87) Encourages the
European Parliament's Tourism Intergroup and its Committee on

Insert after “sites” 

“Demands EU and Member state institutions to develop sustainable
tourism as one of the alternatives for sparsely populated and rural
areas to retain their young talents and to attract investments 

Justification: This could also help young people in rural and sparsely
populated areas in the EU to enjoy the same rights and opportunities as
their peers who live in urban and densely populated areas.
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 901 "Restructuring the distribution of foreign aid"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 17 bis 18 - Author: Jonge Democraten

181 Delete (16) Foreign aid is not a concept that can be globally revoked
overnight and will require a long / (17) process of global, political
reformation. Hence therefore, a significantly more disciplinary / (18)
distribution of aid constitute the first step on the way. / (19) As an
exemplifying case the Danish response towards recipient country,
Tanzania, of

Removing: "Hence therefore, a significantly more disciplinary distribution
of aid constitutes the first step on the way" 

Justification: it is unclear what is meant by disciplinary but the author
seems to be suggesting that aid can only be conditional. Aid is almost
always conditional but sometimes hard to measure when thinking about
more "soft" targets such as corruption, good governance, changing
gender norms etc. and therefore cannot strictly follow the idea of
Danish-Tanzanian relations.

Seite 0 - Zeile 29 bis 32 - Author: Jonge Democraten

182 Delete (28) already funded before donors interfered. / (29) No foreign aid
should be provided without appropriate plans of development as
well as / (30) specific aims, such as literacy rates, percentage of
children enrolled at primary school, / (31) and number of doctors
educated, utilising foreign aid as a motivational driver for / (32)
development to a much larger extent. / (33) Lymec calls upon:1.

Removing: No foreign aid should be provided without appropriate plans of
development as well as specific aims, such as literacy rates, percentage
of children enrolled at primary school, and number of doctors educated,
utilising foreign aid as a motivational driver for development to a much
larger extent. 

Justification: aid is already given on this basis, through the principle of
conditionality. Beyond this, development is a long and tricky process and
placing conditionality centre stage at every turn of this process can be
characterized as neo-colonial. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 34 bis 35 - Author: Jonge Democraten

183 Delete (33) Lymec calls upon:1. / (34) All donor countries to restructure
their foreign aid programmes to be solely based on / (35) discipline
and conditionalities following the examples of e.g.
Danish-Tanzanian relations.2. / (36) A tougher discipline of recipient
countries in accordance with the liberal values which

Removing: "All donor countries to restructure their foreign aid
programmes to be solely based on discipline and conditionalities
following the examples of e.g. Danish-Tanzanian relations." 

Justification: it is unclear what is meant by disciplinary but the author
seems to be suggesting that aid can only be conditional. Aid is almost
always conditional but sometimes hard to measure when thinking about
more "soft" targets such as corruption, good governance, changing
gender norms etc. and therefore cannot strictly follow the idea of
Danish-Tanzanian relations.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 36 bis 38 - Author: Jonge Democraten

184 Replace (35) discipline and conditionalities following the examples of e.g.
Danish-Tanzanian relations.2. / (36) A tougher discipline of recipient
countries in accordance with the liberal values which / (37)
constitute the backbone of Western democracy in the forms of e.g.
freedom of press, / (38) freedom of assembly and LGBTQIA-rights.

Donor countries should continue to place centre stage the importance of
liberal values which constitute the backbone of Western democracy in the
forms of e.g. freedom of press, freedom of assembly and
LGBTQIA-rights. 

Justification: this text is more moderate as, further to earlier amendments
suggested, the line on a "tougher discipline" needs to be more nuanced. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 38 - Author: Jonge Democraten

185 Insert after (37) constitute the backbone of Western democracy in the forms of
e.g. freedom of press, / (38) freedom of assembly and
LGBTQIA-rights. / / /

All donor countries to recognize that aid is almost always conditional but
sometimes hard to measure when thinking about more "soft" targets such
as corruption, good governance, changing gender norms etc. and
therefore cannot strictly follow the idea of Danish-Tanzanian relations.  

Justification: Adding this text helps to demonstrate that aid should be
seen in a larger context, and not just in a quid pro quo manner that the
text now suggests. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 38 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

186 Insert after (37) constitute the backbone of Western democracy in the forms of
e.g. freedom of press, / (38) freedom of assembly and
LGBTQIA-rights.

Insert after “LGBTQIA-rights” 

“All donor countries and the EU to bear in mind the need to invest
in disaster prevention and risk reduction, especially in light of
changing weather patterns that result in more frequent, more severe
natural climate-related events. According to the European
Commission, for every €1 spent in risk prevention we are saving €7
in disaster response”.  

Justification: foreign aid needs to be restructured to a world in which
climate change is already wreaking havoc, especially in developing
countries and small island states that are vulnerable and unprepared to
cope with a challenge this big. Furthermore, investing in prevention and
risk reduction is actually saving us money, resonating with our aim to
spend public money as efficiently as possible.

Seite 0 - Zeile 39 - Author: Junge Liberale

187 Insert in 3. The donor countries to evaluate their foreign aid regarding neocolonial
aspects. For example to gain foreign aid developing countries should not
be forced to open their markets for dondor countries to be used as a
dumping ground for overproduktion through agricultural subsidies. 
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 902 "European Union's Role in Outer Space"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 33 bis 34 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

188 Replace (32) may be leverage, to pressuring the other states for assistance. 
/ (33) the EU to aggressively deter any states to employ anti-satellite
weaponry, through the / (34) harshest diplomatic tools at its
disposal. / (35) the EU to become a main actor in outer space affairs

The EU to deter any states to employ anti-satellite weaponry, through all
diplomatic tools at its disposal. 

Justification: The aim of this amendment is to avoid a too aggressive
wording of the resolution, as the role of the European Union is not to be
“aggressively” deterring other countries, but to lead by the example of its
soft power and diplomacy.

Seite 0 - Zeile 36 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

189 Delete
line 36

(35) the EU to become a main actor in outer space affairs / (36) the
ESA to expand its remit to cover aeronautics as well as space; / (37)
the ESA to drastically increase its cooperation with the private
sector to carry out

Justification: It is covered in line 61-63

Seite 0 - Zeile 39 bis 40 - Author: CUF, Elsie Gisslegård

190 Replace
Change “such as
deorbiting
systems or
planned
graveyard orbits”
in line 39-40 to
“such as but not
limited to
“shorter
mandatory
deorbiting
periods and
failsafe self-
destructing
systems”

(38) cutting-edge R&D projects in the fields of aeronautics and
aerospace; / (39) the EU and other leading spacefaring forces to
mandate end-of-life provisions – such as / (40) deorbiting systems or
planned graveyard orbits – being made for all satellites sent to / (41)
space, to ensure they can be safely decommissioned at the end of
their lifetime instead of

the EU and other leading spacefaring forces to mandate end-of-life
provisions – such as but not limited to shorter mandatory deorbiting
periods and failsafe self-destructing mechanisms – being made for all
satellites sent to
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 2 - Seite 0 - Zeile 47 bis 52 - Author: Mladé ANO

191 Delete
Justification: "the
EU to plead for a
neutral status of
all Outer Space
bodies and to
push for an
international ban
of private
purchasing.
Outer space
should be in the
ownership of the
UN as a proxy for
mankind, with a
system of selling
temporary rights
for using and
exploiting Outer
Space territories.
This is to ensure
the peaceful
usages and
transition of
Outer Space
territory, as well
to ensure that
the UN is a
strong and vital
actor in Outer
Space affairs."
shall be omitted
as outer space
hasn´t been fully
explored and this
call could be in a
violation of law of

(46) in this area then doing it in unison is the only way.  / (47) the EU
to plead for a neutral status of all Outer Space bodies and to push
for an / (48) international ban of private purchasing. Outer space
should be in the ownership of the UN / (49) as a proxy for mankind,
with a system of selling temporary rights for using and exploiting /
(50) Outer Space territories. This is to ensure the peaceful usages
and transition of Outer / (51) Space territory, as well to ensure that
the UN is a strong and vital actor in Outer Space / (52) affairs. / (53)
the EU and ESA to make a treaty which defines the relationship
between the two, thus
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non- Earth
species if they
exist.

Seite 0 - Zeile 48 bis 52 - Author: Svensk Ungdom

192 Delete
Delete "Outer
space should be
in the ownership
of the UN as a
proxy for
mankind, with a
system of selling
temporary rights
for using and
exploiting Outer
Space territories.
This is to ensure
the peaceful
usages and
transition of
Outer Space
territory, as well
to ensure that
the UN is a
strong and vital
actor in Outer
Space affairs."

(47) the EU to plead for a neutral status of all Outer Space bodies
and to push for an / (48) international ban of private purchasing.
Outer space should be in the ownership of the UN / (49) as a proxy
for mankind, with a system of selling temporary rights for using and
exploiting / (50) Outer Space territories. This is to ensure the
peaceful usages and transition of Outer / (51) Space territory, as
well to ensure that the UN is a strong and vital actor in Outer Space
/ (52) affairs. / (53) the EU and ESA to make a treaty which defines
the relationship between the two, thus

Seite 0 - Zeile 69 - Author: CUF, Elsie Gisslegård

193 Replace
Change “ and
anti-weaponry
laws in space.”
in line 69 to “
and banning all
weapons,
nuclear and
conventional,
from orbit.”

(68) the International Community to make new treaties addressing
the issues such as the / (69) private sector role in space, code of
conduct and anti-weaponry laws in space. / (70) the International
Community to establish a tribunal for outer space, which should be
akin

private sector role in space, code of conduct and banning all weapons,
nuclear and conventional, from orbit.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 74 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

194 Insert after
adds new point

(73) the International Community to establish a tribunal for outer
space to resolve crimes and / (74) disagreement between
individuals in outer space.

the LYMEC Bureau to forward this resolution to the ALDE Party and to
the ALDE Council. 

Justification: This resolution should be put to ALDE, as it does try to
come up with solutions for present and future problems that ALDE have
yet to decide their opinion on.

Seite 0 - Zeile 74 - Author: CUF, Elsie Gisslegård

195 Insert after (73) the International Community to establish a tribunal for outer
space to resolve crimes and / (74) disagreement between
individuals in outer space.

the EU to earmark funding in initiatives such as Horizon Europe to
develop technology to prevent and fight the Kassler syndrome, such as
vaporising lasers.

Seite 0 - Zeile 74 - Author: CUF, Elsie Gisslegård

196 Insert after (73) the International Community to establish a tribunal for outer
space to resolve crimes and / (74) disagreement between
individuals in outer space.

the EU and other leading spacefaring forces to investigate the possibility
of implementing a deposit system for satellites, where the deposit is
refunded when the satellite is retrieved or obliterated, either by the owner
of the satellite or a second party by agreement. 
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 903 "EU should pressure the US to respect the International Criminal Court"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 23 - Author: Venstres Ungdom (VU)

197 Delete
All states should
behave
responsibly and
follow the rules of
warfare - not only
the strongest.

(22) All states are expected to behave responsibly and follow the
rules of warfare as stated in / (23) the Geneva Conventions, when
engaged in military conflict - especially the strongest. / (24) The
international court has the potential to be a bastion of a global
rules-based order in

delete: - especially the strongest.

Seite 0 - Zeile 24 - Author: Svensk Ungdom

198 Replace
Replace "The
international
court" with "The
International
Criminal Court"

(23) the Geneva Conventions, when engaged in military conflict -
especially the strongest. / (24) The international court has the
potential to be a bastion of a global rules-based order in / (25) which
foundation lay on equality, justice, and fairness.

The International Criminal Court has the potential to be a bastion of a
global rules-based order in
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 904 "On the importance of Free Trade Agreements following negotiations on the EU-MERCOSUR free
trade agreement."

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 6 - Author: Radikal Ungdom

199 Replace
Line 6

(5) agreement on free trade between the two common markets / (6)
Negotiations on this treaty have been ongoing for 20 years now
since  / (7) A final agreement is pending translation into EU official
languages upon legal approval

to "Negotiations on this treaty have been ongoing since 2000" 

Justification: It is important to include the date and refrain from using
language that will be outdated within a year. And the real date was 2000
since the official negotiations started according to the EU commission. 
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Paragraph 3 - Seite 0 - Zeile 46 bis 47 - Author: Joventut Nacionalista de Catalunya

200 Delete
“Article IV of the
Outer Space
Treaty prohibits
placing in orbit
around the earth
any objects
carrying nuclear
weapons or any
other kinds of
weapons of mass
destruction
(WMD). It also
prohibits the
testing and the
deployment of
any kind of
weapon on the
moon or other
celestial bodies”
We ask for a
more specific
detail of such
“conventional
weapons” as the
main ones are
already
prevented from
being deployed.

(45) and the EU-MERCOSUR FTA in the context of a fact-based
communication and transparent / (46) dialogue. / (47) And finally
calls upon: / (48) The European Commission to continue working
towards a value-based Trade and
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 50 bis 51 - Author: Jonge Democraten

201 Replace (49) Investment policy / (50) The European Commission to include
environmental protection, labor law and human / (51) rights as
integral parts of any new FTAs / (52) The European Commission to
act with transparency and promote the dialogue with

The European Commission to include environmental protection, labor law
and human rights as integral parts of any new FTAs, but also uses and
strengthens mechanisms within these trade agreements to enforce these
rights when they are under threat as with the Brazalian president Jair
Bolsonaro and the Amazon. 

Justification: 

While inclusion of these rights is of critical importance, they also need to
be exercised if they are under threat. This amendment seeks to draw
attention to doing so. 

Seite 0 - Zeile 50 bis 51 - Author: Jong VLD

202 Delete
Delete bullet
point

(49) Investment policy / (50) The European Commission to include
environmental protection, labor law and human / (51) rights as
integral parts of any new FTAs / (52) The European Commission to
act with transparency and promote the dialogue with
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 50 bis 51 - Author: IMS

203 Replace
This amendment
goes against that
of Jong VLD of
deleting the
bullet point. After
consideration, we
have thought that
the bullet point of
the need to have
environmental
protection labour
law and human
rights as part of
free trade deals
should be a
question for
discussion in the
congress.
Nonetheless we
would like to
amend the
amendment of
Jonge
Democraten for
clarity purposes.
We also wish to
make sure the
amendment does
not include any
specific politician

(49) Investment policy / (50) The European Commission to include
environmental protection, labor law and human / (51) rights as
integral parts of any new FTAs / (52) The European Commission to
act with transparency and promote the dialogue with

The European Commission to include environmental protection, labor law
and human rights as integral parts of any new FTAs, but also use and 
strengthen mechanisms within these trade agreements to enforce these
rights when they are under threat as in the recent August 2019
wildfires in the Amazon forest 
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LYMEC Autumn Congress, November 8 to 9., 2019 in London

Proposal 905 "DEMAND TO RESPECT THE RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS OF THE PEOPLE OF HONG KONG"

Amendments

No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 71 - Author: Mladé ANO

204 Delete
Justification: "To
guarantee a
political asylum
for protesters
who are in
danger in the
EU." shall be
omitted as
people legally
convicted of
crimes by Hong
Kong law should
not be treated
with a double
standard,
therefore being
provided with a
political asylum
by EU.

(70) - To establish an independent and impartial commission to
investigate the police violence. / (71) - To guarantee a political
asylum for protesters who are in danger in the EU. / (72) - To make
a referendum possible after 2047 and let the inhabitants of Hong
Kong decide own

Seite 0 - Zeile 72 bis 73 - Author: Jóvenes Cs

205 Replace (71) - To guarantee a political asylum for protesters who are in
danger in the EU. / (72) - To make a referendum possible after 2047
and let the inhabitants of Hong Kong decide own / (73) future. / (74)
- To urge EU representatives, especially the President of the
European Commission and the

37. Lines 72 to 73 – Replace 

To make arrangements posible for the citizens of Hong Kong to
reevaluate their relationship with the People’s Republic of China
after 2047, with international support if requested in order to ensure
any decision is taken in full respect of international law. 

Justification: A referendum is not necessarily the best option, especially
if it has no guarantees. For that reason, we think this wording is more
appropriate.
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No. Type of change Orginal text Amendment

Seite 0 - Zeile 77 bis 78 - Author: Mladé ANO

206 Delete
Justification: "To
establish
sanctions for any
breach of the
Sino-British
declaration as a
breach of
international
law." shall be
omitted as the
declaration is a
sole matter of UK
and China. If any
sanctions
established, only
by UK. And there
should be
specified
sanction
conditions in the
resolution. If not,
no one signed
them and
therefore they
can´t be legally
binding.

(76) representatives of the democracy movement in Hong Kong. /
(77) - To establish sanctions for any breach of the Sino-British
declaration as a breach of international / (78) law. / (79) - To identify
persons responsible for human rights violations and to enact
personalized sanctions
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